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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The 2015 Fall SEGS Field Trip examines the Geology of the Coastal Plain Unconformity (Fall 

Line) in southwestern Georgia and southeastern Alabama. 

The field trip is designed to view and examine the coastal plain unconformity, separating the 

GA-AL Piedmont terranes from Coastal Plain strata that is exposed in the Columbus region and 

separates Precambrian to Paleozoic rocks of the Uchee belt, Pine Mountain belt, Dadeville 

Complex, and Opelika Complex in the Piedmont from Late Cretaceous rocks of the Tuscaloosa 

Group/Formation at the northern extent of the Gulf-Atlantic Coastal Plain.  

The leader of this trip, Dr. Clint Barineau Associate Professor of Geology Department of Earth 

and Space Sciences at Columbus State University Georgia graciously provided the geological 

expertise of the area.  Dr. Barineau’s research focuses primarily on the geologic history of the 

Appalachian Mountains, especially the southern Appalachians of Alabama, Georgia, and North 

Carolina.  Currently he is working on a number of projects with undergraduates-graduate 

students at Columbus State University and researchers at Florida State University, the University 

of Florida, the University of South Alabama and the U.S. Geological Survey, including: 

 Understanding the role of accretionary orogenesis during the Taconic orogeny, southern

Appalachians.

 Refining the age, geochemical character and tectonic settings of metasedimentary and

metaigneous rocks in the western Blue Ridge, eastern Blue Ridge and Piedmont terranes

of Alabama and Georgia.

 Strain analysis on metamorphic rocks of the Eastern and Western Blue Ridge, Alabama.

 Analysis of paleorelief on the Gulf-Coastal Plain unconformity in the vicinity of

Columbus, GA.

 Geology of the Uchee belt, Alabama-Georgia.

I would like to thank Dr. Clinton Barineau for all the help with initial trip planning, providing 

guidebook source material, local knowledge of restaurants and lodging, and coordination with 

Columbus State University.  Without Dr. Barineau’s selfless assistance with this trip, it would 

not have been possible.  A round of thanks goes to Dr. Barineaus’ graduate students who took on 

the driving duties so that all SEGS members could enjoy the trip.  A final round of thanks goes to 

the SEGS Field Trip committee members Greg Mudd, Samantha Andrews, John Herbert, Tom 

Scott, Natalie Whitcomb, Harley Means, and Clint Noble for their help and guidance in bringing 

this trip to fruition. 

SEGS also would like to recognize and thank the Columbus State University Georgia for 

allowing SEGS member to park their vehicles on the campus during the field trip. 

Bryan Carrick 

SEGS Vice President 

November, 2015 
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COASTAL PLAIN UNCONFORMITY OF EASTERN ALABAMA-WESTERN 
GEORGIA: GEOLOGIC OVERVIEW 

Clinton I. Barineau 
Columbus State University, Department of Earth and Space Sciences, Columbus State University, 

Columbus, Georgia 31907 

ABSTRACT 
The trace of the Coastal Plain unconformity in the southeastern U.S. follows a sinuous trace of 
more than 2000 miles through Georgia and Alabama.  In western Georgia and eastern 
Alabama, it separates Paleozoic metamorphic and igneous rocks of the Piedmont and Blue 
Ridge terranes from predominantly siliciclastic units of the Late Cretaceous Tuscaloosa 
Formation (Group) in the Atlantic-Gulf Coastal Plain.  Terranes north of the unconformity in 
western Georgia and eastern-central Alabama, from southeast to northwest, include the Uchee 
belt, Pine Mountain belt, Opelika Complex, Dadeville Complex, Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw 
belt (eastern Blue Ridge) and Talladega belt (western Blue Ridge).  Development of the Coastal 
Plain unconformity is associated with the Mesozoic breakup of Pangea and formation of the 
Atlantic Ocean.  The geomorphic term Fall Line is often used to describe the trace of the coastal 
plain unconformity at its intersection with southern Appalachian bedrock, as streams crossing 
from more resistant igneous and metamorphic rocks of the Piedmont and Blue Ridge often 
create falls and/or a series of rapids where they preferentially erode into less resistant 
sedimentary units of the Coastal Plain. In the Lower Chattahoochee River Valley, the coastal 
plain unconformity separates residual paleosol developed on metamorphic basement from 
overlying fluvial clastics of the Cenomanian Tuscaloosa Formation.  Research on the 
unconformity from this area suggests the existence of significant paleorelief associated with one 
or more Cretaceous drainage systems that may be the ancestral beginnings of the 
Chattahoochee River. Subsequent to Mesozoic development of the Gulf-Atlantic Coastal Plain, 
this region of Georgia and Alabama has predominantly been subjected to passive margin 
processes – with the notable exceptions of an extraterrestrial impact during the Late Cretaceous 
(Wetumpka astrobleme) and uplift and rejuvenation of the Blue Ridge during the Miocene. 

GEOLOGIC OVERVIEW 

The Fall Line is one of the more significant geomorphic features of the southeastern and 
eastern U.S (Fig. 1.1).   Stretching from New York, south along the Eastern Seaboard, the Fall 
Line reaches its southernmost point in the vicinity of Columbus, GA, along the Alabama-Georgia 
state line, before turning west and northwest into Alabama (Fig. 1.2).  In eastern Alabama and 
western Georgia, it separates deformed, Paleozoic metamorphic and igneous rocks of the 
Appalachian Piedmont and Blue Ridge on the north from relatively flat-lying Cretaceous and 
younger sedimentary rocks of the Gulf-Atlantic Coastal Plain across a significant angular 
unconformity – the Coastal Plain unconformity.  Northeast-southwest trending metamorphic 
belts in the southern Appalachians, as well as their intervening faults (Fig. 1.3), are all buried on 
their southwestern terminus beneath the Coastal Plain unconformity and younger coastal plain 
sedimentary sequences.  The location of the Fall Line/Coastal Plain unconformity has 
significantly influenced the historical and geographic evolution of the eastern-southeastern U.S. 
due to its influence on stream characteristics crossing this boundary.  Streams flowing from their 
headwaters in the Appalachians south and southeast towards the Gulf and Atlantic basins tend 
to experience significant increases in gradient as they cross the Coastal Plain unconformity due 
to differences in relative resistivity between metamorphic-igneous rocks of Appalachian terranes 
and poorly consolidated sedimentary units of the Coastal Plain.  As such, many streams have 
developed a series of waterfalls or rapids at and near the trace of the Coastal Plain 
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unconformity.  Because historical transportation of people and goods between the Gulf-Atlantic 
coast and interior was often accomplished using these river systems, travel along these 
waterways was interrupted at the location of the Fall Line and, subsequently, became points of 
settlement at the heads of navigable rivers.  Both Native American and later colonial settlements 
were commonly located along the Fall Line (Fig. 1.1).  Exploitation of water power for mills and 
hydropower drove significant growth of cities along the Fall Line, and today more than a dozen 
major cities, including the nation’s capital of Washington D.C., are located along this important 
geologic boundary. 

Figure 1.1 – Trace of the Coastal Plain unconformity (Fall Line) across the U.S. Eastern Seaboard and 
southeastern states (red line) along with major cities located along this important geologic boundary.  
Location of the Fall Line compiled from U.S. Geological Survey state geologic maps on a Google Earth base 
map with EarthPoint topographic overlay. 

Tuscaloosa Formation and Coastal Plain Unconformity 

In eastern Alabama and western Georgia, the Coastal Plain unconformity separates a number 
of terranes comprising the southernmost Appalachians below the unconformity, from 
Cretaceous and younger sedimentary units of the Gulf-Atlantic Coastal Plain above the 
unconformity.  The oldest units exposed along the Fall Line and above the Coastal Plain 
unconformity consist of the Tuscaloosa Group (Alabama) or Tuscaloosa Formation (western 
Georgia).  In the Columbus region, within the Lower Chattahoochee River Valley, the 
Tuscaloosa Formation is predominantly fluvial in origin, commonly consisting of kaolinitic sands 
and gravels, while to the south, beneath the Coastal Plain, and west of the Lower 
Chattahoochee River Valley the Tuscaloosa is more marine in nature.  Age constraints on the 
Tuscaloosa Formation in the Lower Chattahoochee River Valley are limited, but abundant fossil 
pollen and spores from western Alabama (Leopold and Pakiser, 1964) suggest an earliest Late 
Cretaceous (Cenomanian) depositional age (100.5 – 93.9 Ma; timescale of Cohen et al., 2013 
used herein).  In contrast, the youngest rocks of the underlying Appalachian terranes are 
Paleozoic in age.  Younger features truncated along the Coastal Plain unconformity include 
normal faults in the eastern Blue Ridge, possibly attributed to Mesozoic extension along the 
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Atlantic-Gulf margin (e.g. Alexander City and/or Goodwater fault; Tull, 1978, 2011; Tull, 1985; 
Allison, 1992; Drummond et al., 1997; Steltenpohl et al., 2013), and diabase dikes associated 
with Pangean rifting at 200-170 Ma (Hames et al., 2000; 2010).  Thus, the age of the Coastal 
Plain unconformity is loosely constrained to an interval between ca. 170 Ma (Middle Jurassic) 
and ca. 100 Ma (Cenomanian).  The relationship between basal fluvial sequences in the 
Tuscaloosa Formation and underlying paleosols, however, suggests development of the 
Coastal Plain unconformity during the Cenomanian, well after the successful rifting of Pangea  
(see Black et al., this guidebook). 
Significantly, the position of the modern Fall Line is probably further south and southeast of its 
original location.  A number of workers have recognized that the steep topographic relief, 
incised river gorges, and other characteristics of the southern Appalachians are not consistent 
with a nearly 300 m.y. old orogenic belt.  Instead, the modern topographic Appalachians have, 
most likely, formed as a result of topographic rejuvenation which began in the Miocene (Gallen 
et al., 2013; Liu, 2014).  Modern rejuvenation of the southern Appalachians may account for the 

transition from inferred terrestrial depositional settings for the Tuscaloosa Formation in western 
Georgia and eastern Alabama to marine depositional settings in central Alabama (Mancini et al., 
1996).  As uplift along the axis of the Blue Ridge progressed, near-shore and terrestrial 
equivalents of Tuscaloosa Formation fluvial sediments in the Lower Chattahoochee River Valley 
were, most likely, progressively eroded in central Alabama.  As such, the Coastal Plain 
unconformity in the Lower Chattahoochee River Valley represents a more up-dip section of the 
unconformity, while in Alabama, the juxtaposition of deeper water mixed carbonate-siliciclastic 
and metamorphic-igneous basement across the Fall Line suggests a more down-dip exposure. 

The location of the Coastal Plain unconformity in the Lower Chattahoochee River Valley lies 
within the Tuscaloosa Formation, instead of between the basal Tuscaloosa and underlying 

Figure 1.2 – Trace of the Coastal Plain unconformity in Georgia and Alabama, which separates 
Mesoproterozoic to Late Paleozoic rocks of the southern Appalachians from Mesozoic and younger rocks in 
the Coastal Plain. 
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Appalachian basement.  Identification of paleorelief on the contact between fluvial deposits of 
the Tuscaloosa Formation and underlying paleosol and metamorphic-igneous basement 
suggests the presence of significant paleovalleys (Black et al., 2014; Black, 2015) in the region 
during development of the Coastal Plain unconformity (see Black et al., this guidebook).  
Paleosols immediately below the Coastal Plain unconformity have been traditionally placed at 
the stratigraphic base of the Tuscaloosa Formation.  However, these basal Tuscaloosa 
paleosols are interpreted as residual soils which developed on exposed Appalachian basement 
rocks prior to deposition of Tuscaloosa Formation fluvial sequences (Sigleo and Reinhardt, 
1988).  This interpretation is strengthened by the presence of paleosol clasts within the 
overlying fluvial sequences (Black, 2015), indicating these paleosols predate the majority of 
Tuscaloosa Formation deposition.  Thus, at the onset of Tuscaloosa sedimentation, the Late 
Cretaceous surface consisted of a residual soil which had developed atop the local Appalachian 
basement. 

Uchee Belt 

In the Columbus region and Lower Chattahoochee River Valley, rocks beneath the Coastal 
Plain unconformity are part of the Uchee belt (Fig. 1.3), which consists of three 
metasedimentary-metaigneous units: the Phenix City Gneiss, Moffits Mill Schist, and Columbus 
Metamorphic Complex. The Phenix City Gneiss, at the structural base of the crystalline strata, is 
dominated by intermediate-mafic orthogneiss (amphibolitic to dioritic in composition) exposed 
immediately north of the Coastal Plain unconformity. To the north-northwest, the Phenix City 
Gneiss gradually gives way to micaceous schists and gneiss of the Moffits Mill Schist, which in 
turn transitions into variably migmatitic orthogneiss and amphibolite of the North Columbus 
Metamorphic Complex (Hanley et al., 1997; Steltenpohl et al., 2008).  All three units were 
subjected to prograde upper amphibolite metamorphic conditions (~700°C at 8kb) and 
subsequent retrograde metamorphism (~565°C at 7kb) during the Alleghanian orogeny 
(Chalokwu, 1989; Steltenpohl and Kunk, 1993; Steltenpohl et al., 2008).  The Uchee belt is 
bounded to the north by the Bartlett’s Ferry and Goat Rock fault zones, which separates it from 
the structurally underlying Pine Mountain belt. 

Rocks of the Uchee belt have been historically interpreted as equivalents to either Inner 
Piedmont terranes to the north and northwest, or Carolina belt terranes to the northeast.  U-Pb 
isotopic analyses of zircon from units within the Uchee belt yielded ca. 600 Ma ages 
(Steltenpohl et al., 2008), which are interpreted as representing the timing of peak 
metamorphism of Uchee belt protoliths.  Because deformation ages within this time frame are 
not consistent with the tectonic history of Laurentia, but are consistent with tectonic activity in 
peri-Gondwanan and Gondwanan terranes of the exotic Carolina belt, it is likely that the Uchee 
belt originated along the Gondwanan margin and was accreted to North America during the 
Alleghanian orogeny (Steltenpohl et al., 2008).  Trace element geochemistry from mafic and 
ultramafic rocks within the Uchee belt suggests an arc to back-arc tectonic setting, with 
stratigraphic units primarily representing sequences of metamorphosed quartzofeldspathic 
sedimentary (graywacke) and intercalated intermediate to mafic volcanic units (Chalokwu and 
Hanley, 1990; Steltenpohl et al., 2002; Hanley et al., 2005). 

In the Lower Chattahoochee River Valley, the contrast between metamorphic rocks in the Uchee 
belt and poorly indurated sedimentary units of the overlying Tuscaloosa Formation results in steep 
stream gradients which were exploited for hydropower during the early 1800’s.  Beginning in 
1828, a series of dams along the Chattahoochee River between the cities of Columbus, GA and 
Phenix City, AL were constructed, effectively eliminating the natural rapids along this portion of the 
river.  However, in 2012, three century old dams – the Eagle, Phenix and City Mills dams – were 
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removed in part to restore the river to its natural state and, additionally, create the longest urban 
whitewater course in the world (see Hanley, this guidebook). 

Pine Mountain Belt 

North of the Uchee belt, in the footwall of the Bartlett’s Ferry/Goat Rock fault zone, the Pine 
Mountain belt (or Pine Mountain window) consists of Neoproterozoic to Paleozoic 
metasedimentary units cored by a Mesoproterozoic (Grenville) gneiss (Fig. 1.3).  Bounded on its 
northwest by the Towaliga fault, metasedimentary units of the Pine Mountain belt include: the 
basal Sparks-Halawaka Schist, Hollis Quartzite, Chewacla Marble, and Manchester Schist.  The 
Sparks-Halawaka Schist is interpreted as sitting unconformably atop Grenville-aged (ca. 1.0 Ga; 
Heatherington et al., 2006) granulite facies basement complexes (e.g. Woodland Gneiss).  
Fossils are notably lacking in the post-basement rocks of the Pine Mountain Group, and as 
such, cannot be definitively linked to Laurentia or exotic peri-Gondwanan terranes (e.g. Uchee 
belt).  However, similarities in stratigraphic evolution and common Grenville basement has led a 
number of workers to suggest rocks of the Pine Mountain belt formed along the trailing margin 
of Laurentia at the southern end of the Alabama promontory during the breakup of Rodinia and 
Neoproterozoic-Paleozoic evolution of the Iapetus margin of southern Laurentia.  In this 

Figure 1.3 - Regional geologic map, western Georgia and eastern Alabama, showing trace of the Coastal Plain 
unconformity (red), major lithotectonic terranes of the southernmost Appalachians, and terrane bounding and 
internal faults.  Adapted from Tull et al., 2014; Steltenpohl et al., 2010; and Szabo et al., 1988. 
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interpretation, the Sparks-Halawaka Schist was deposited in rift basins atop the underlying 
Grenville basement and is correlative with the Ocoee Supergroup in the Blue Ridge (Schamel et 
al., 1980; Sears et al., 1981; Steltenpohl et al., 2010; Tull et al., 2010).  Overlying stratigraphic 
units of the Hollis Quartzite and Chewacla Marble would, therefore, be correlative with the 
Lower Cambrian-Ordovician Chilhowee Group and Shady-Knox Groups drift sequences (Clarke, 
1952; Odom et al., 1973; Schamel et al., 1980; Sears et al., 1981; Hatcher, 1987; Steltenpohl et 
al., 2010; Tull et al., 2010) and represent a transition from rift-related sedimentation (Sparks-
Hawalaka Schist) to drifting and stabilization of the passive margin (Hollis Quartzite and 
Chewacla Marble). 

Conflicting interpretations of subsurface geology based on seismic interpretation suggests two 
possible palinspastic positions for the Pine Mountain Group and its underlying basement.  In 
both interpretations, rocks of the Pine Mountain belt are interpreted as Laurentian in origin.  In 
the first interpretation, the master detachment surface (décollement) passes beneath the Pine 
Mountain belt (Hooper and Hatcher, 1988; McBride et al., 2005), indicating a palinspastic 
position southeast of its current exposure.  In this interpretation, rocks of the Pine Mountain belt 
may represent the most outboard exposed terrane of the Paleozoic Laurentian margin along the 
Alabama promontory.  In contrast, an alternate interpretation suggests the décollement is 
truncated on the southern margin of the Pine Mountain belt, implying that these units were 
beneath thrust sheets emplaced during Alleghanian telescoping of the continental margin and 
were later uplifted along normal faults to its current position (Nelson et al., 1987).  In this 
scenario, rocks of the Pine Mountain belt are exposed in a structural window through overlying 
thrust sheets and represent autochthonous Laurentian basement and cover sequences which 
formed inboard of more distal rocks now found to the northwest (e.g. Talladega belt).  This latter 
interpretation is supported by relative thicknesses of drift facies (Chilhowee-equivalent) units 
from the foreland, Talladega belt and Pine Mountain belt and suggest that Chilhowee and 
Chilhowee-equivalent units in the southern Appalachians formed outboard of the Pine Mountain 
belt (Tull et al., 2010). 

Metamorphism of units within the Pine Mountain belt is attributed to two distinct tectonothermal 
events.  The first and highest grade (granulite facies) metamorphic event affects only the 
Mesoproterozoic basement complex and is attributed to assembly of Rodinia during the 
Grenville Orogeny (ca. 1.0 Ga). Younger cover rocks of the Pine Mountain Group were 
subjected to middle-upper amphibolite facies metamorphism during the late Paleozoic (ca. 300 
Ma and younger), which also retrograded much of the Grenville basement units in Georgia 
(Steltenpohl and Kunk, 1993; Steltenpohl et al., 2008). 

Opelika Complex 

Immediately northwest of the Towaliga fault, rocks of the Inner Piedmont are assigned to the 
Opelika Complex (Bentley and Neathery, 1970; Sears et al., 1981).  Separated from the 
Dadeville Complex on its northwestern flank by the Stonewall Line shear zone, the Opelika 
Complex (Fig. 1.3) can be subdivided into two stratigraphic packages.  The structurally lower 
Auburn Formation consists of metagraywacke (biotite gneiss) and kyanite-staurolite bearing, 
garnet mica schist; while the uppermost Loachapoka Formation consists of kyanite-sillimanite 
bearing, graphitic and garnet mica schist interlayered with quartzite (Saugahatchee quartzite) 
and minor amphibolite (Bentley and Neathery, 1970; Sears et al., 1981; Goldberg and 
Steltenpohl, 1990).  These predominantly metasedimentary units have been intruded by the 
Farmville Metagranite (Bottle Granite of Bentley and Neathery, 1970), a ca. 440 Ma orthogneiss 
(Goldberg and Steltenpohl, 1990; Steltenpohl et al., 2005; Hawkins et al., 2013). 
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Numerous workers (Bentley and Neathery, 1970; Grimes et al., 1993; Steltenpohl et al., 2005; 
White, 2008; Tull et al., 2014; Barineau et al., 2015) suggest correlation of Opelika Group with 
rocks of the Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt (eastern Blue Ridge) to the northwest.  In this 
interpretation, rocks of the Opelika Complex and contiguous eastern Blue Ridge are connected 
beneath the Dadeville Complex and Coastal Plain units around the northeasterly-plunging 
Tallassee synform (Bentley and Neathery, 1970; White, 2008), with the Dadeville Complex 
representing an erosional remnant of a once contiguous Inner Piedmont thrust sheet (klippe).  
The Auburn Formation has been correlated with the Middle Ordovician Emuckfaw Group in the 
Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt and, along with the Loachapoka Formation and Jacksons 
Gap Group (Brevard fault zone), are considered part of the Early-Middle Ordovician Wedowee-
Emuckfaw-Dahlonega back-arc basin (Tull et al., 2014; Barineau et al., 2015). 

Dadeville Complex 

Rocks of the Dadeville Complex (Fig. 1.3) consist include metamorphosed volcanic, plutonic, 
and sedimentary sequences in the core of the Tallassee synform (Bentley and Neathery, 1970; 
Sears et al., 1981; Stow et al., 1984).  Its structural position atop the Opelika Complex and 
correlative eastern Blue Ridge of Alabama (Wedowee-Emuckfaw-Dahlonega basin) suggests it 
roots southeast of the Pine Mountain belt.  Metavolcanic units of the Ropes Creek Amphibolite 
and correlative Waresville Formation are dominated by amphibolites and related rocks 
interpreted as volcanic tuff and basalt of mafic to intermediate composition.  Structurally above 
the Ropes Creek-Waresville units, the uppermost unit of the Dadeville Complex consists of the 
Agricola Schist, a sequence of interbedded schist, metagraywacke and amphibolite.  Both the 
Ropes Creek-Waresville and Agricola units have been intruded by plutonic rocks ranging from 
felsic to mafic in composition (Bentley and Neathery, 1970; Sears et al., 1981; Stow et al., 1984; 
Neilson and Stow, 1986; Spell and Norrell, 1990; Steltenpohl et al., 1990).  The lithologic and 
geochemical character of Dadeville Complex rocks has led a number of workers to suggest 
formation in an arc or back-arc environment. 

Historically, the age of the Dadeville Complex has been unconstrained.  However, recent 
radiometric age analyses indicate a latest Cambrian/Early to Middle Ordovician age for the 
sequence.  U-Pb analyses of zircon from units of the Ropes Creek Amphibolite and Waresville 
Formation indicate crystallization ages of ca. 493 Ma and ca. 477 Ma, respectively 
(VanDerVoort et al., 2015), while zircon ages from the Camp Hill batholith indicate an intrusive 
age of ca. 460 Ma (Farris et al., 2015).  Detrital zircon from the Agricola Schist includes age 
components ranging from Archean to Ordovician.  The age, geochemical character, and inferred 
palinspastic position suggest the Dadeville Complex is an Early-Middle Ordovician arc complex 
(e.g. Taconic arc) which formed outboard of the Laurentian continental margin as part of the 
Wedowee-Emuckfaw-Dahlonega suprasubduction complex (paired arc and back-arc; Barineau 
et al., 2015; Farris et al., 2015).  The Dadeville Complex is bounded on its southeast by the 
Stonewall Line and on its northwest by the Brevard fault zone, which separates it from the 
eastern Blue Ridge Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt. 

Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw Belt/Eastern Blue Ridge 

The Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt of Alabama (Fig. 1.3) is part of the composite eastern 
Blue Ride terrane.  Bounded by the Brevard fault zone and Chattahoochee fault on its southeast 
margin, and Hollins Line and Allatoona faults on its northwest margin, the eastern Blue Ridge of 
Alabama and western Georgia consists of three stratigraphic units ranging from Neoproterozoic 
to at least Ordovician in age and metamorphosed to middle-upper amphibolite facies (775° at, 
8.6 kb; Allison and Morisani, 2002) during the Carboniferous.  At the structural and stratigraphic 
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base of the sequence, the Ashland Supergroup is dominated by amphibolite, mica schist, and 
paragneiss sequences.  Metamorphosed basalts and/or sills at the base of the Ashland 
Supergroup (e.g. Mitchell Dam amphibolite) have geochemical characteristics similar to rift or 
within-plate basalts (Stow et al., 1984; Tull et al., 2012; 2014; Barineau et al., 2015).  The 
lithologic character of the Ashland Supergroup, which includes amphibolite intercalated with 
pelitic schist, biotite paragneiss (metagraywacke) and calc-silicate, is also consistent with 
formation in a continental rift setting (Tull, 1978; Thomas et al., 1980; Drummond et al., 1988; 
Allison, 1992; Tull et al., 2014; Barineau et al., 2015).  Stratigraphically and structurally above 
the Ashland Supergroup, the Wedowee Group consists of variably graphitic and garnetiferous 
mica schist and paragneiss (metagraywacke) interlayered with uncommon amphibolite.   At the 
stratigraphic and structural top of the Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt, the Emuckfaw Group 
consists of a basal unit, the Josie Leg Formation, with abundant amphibolite interlayered with 
variably garnetiferous mica schist and paragneiss (metagraywacke), while the uppermost 
portion, the Timbergut Formation, consists of variably garnetiferous mica schist, lesser 
amphibolite, and rare metaconglomerate, quartzite, and metadiamictite.  Detrital zircon from the 
upper Wedowee Group and lower Emuckfaw Group indicate an Early-Middle Ordocivian age or 
younger for the two units (Tull et al., 2012; 2014; Barineau et al., 2015). 

Metavolcanic and metasedimentary units of the Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt are intruded 
by a host of metamorphosed granitic to tonalitic plutons, ranging from Middle Ordovician to 
Carboniferous in age.  The oldest pluton, the Zana Granite, is a near-batholith scale body 
intruding stratigraphy of the Emuckfaw Group.  U-Pb crystallization ages of zircon suggest 
intrusion between 460 and 455 Ma (Sagul et al., 2015).  A slightly younger intrusive, the 
Kowaliga Gneiss, is one of the only Silurian-aged plutons (ca. 430 Ma) in the southern 
Appalachian Blue Ridge province (Sagul et al., 2015).  The largest of these intrusive bodies, the 
ca. 370 Ma Elkahatchee Quartz Diorite, marks the beginning of a protracted interval of 
Devonian to Carboniferous magmatic activity leading up to and slightly post-dating peak 
metamorphism at ca. 330 Ma (Barineau, 2009; Tull et al., 2009; Ingram, 2012; Barineau et al., 
2015).  This array of felsic plutons intruding the Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt provides 
timing constraints on deposition of metasedimentary units and metamorphism of the region, as 
well as geochemical constraints on tectonic setting. 

A number of critical characteristics of the Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt suggests it 
represents metamorphosed volcanic and sedimentary rift basin deposits (Ashland Supergroup) 
associated with the breakup of Rodinia (ca. 570 Ma), succeeded by a younger Early-Middle 
Ordovician back-arc basin sequence (Wedowee and Emuckfaw Groups), all of which formed on 
the margin of the Laurentian plate outboard of the continental hinge zone (Tull et al., 2012; 
2014; Barineau et al., 2015).  This younger back-arc basin, the Wedowee-Emuckfaw-Dahlonega 
basin, also includes rocks of the Dahlonega gold belt in northern Georgia and North Carolina, as 
well as rocks of the Opelika Complex and Jacksons Gap Group in Alabama, and lay between 
the Ordovician continental margin (foreland fold and thrust belt) of Laurentia and the Dadeville 
Complex volcanic arc facing the Iapetus Ocean, both of which formed during the Taconic 
orogeny (Barineau et al., 2015).  Subsequent Acadian through Alleghanian silicic magmatism, 
metamorphism, and faulting in the Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt is widely recognized 
throughout the southern Appalachians.  However, Silurian (ca. 430) plutonism (Sagul et al., 
2015) marked by the Kowaliga Gneiss is enigmatic (see Barineau et al., this guidebook). 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this guidebook is to provide a generalized overview of geologic units 
immediately north and south (structurally below and above) of the Coastal Plain unconformity. 
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These units are presented in the context of the geologic/tectonic history of the region, and 
represent over 1 b.y. of geologic time – nearly one-quarter of Earth history.  The metamorphic 
and igneous terranes north and northeast of the Coastal Plain unconformity record the 
assembly and breakup of Rodinia in the Mesoproterozoic and Neoproterozoic, respectively, 
followed by Paleozoic growth of the southern Appalachians during the Taconic, Acadian, and 
Alleghanian orogenies, culminating in the completion of a Wilson Cycle.  Subsequently, 
formation of the Coastal Plain unconformity and Fall Line during the breakup of Pangea and 
formation of the Atlantic Ocean begins an interval of tectonic quiescence punctuated by 
anomalous extraterrestrial and isostatically driven lithospheric processes.   

Our field trip will begin in the Columbus region of the Lower Chattahoochee River Valley, where 
we will discuss formation of and criteria for locating the Coastal Plain unconformity, as well as 
discuss a long-lived Cretaceous drainage system and paleorelief on the Coastal Plain 
unconformity (Black et al., pg. 15).  Subsequently, we will examine rocks of the Uchee belt at 
the Fall Line in downtown Columbus, GA, and discuss geoengineering of the Chattahoochee 
River channel to restore the natural rapids across the Fall Line and creation of the longest urban 
whitewater course in the world (Hanley, pg. 34).  Following this, our trip takes towards the Pine 
Mountain belt, where we will see a Mesozoic dike associated with the South Georgia rift basin, 
and the Hollis Quartzite in FDR State Park.  After lunch, our trip will take us into Alabama, 
where we will see rocks of an Ordovician volcanic arc in the Dadeville Complex, and a Silurian 
pluton, the Kowaliga Gneiss, in the Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt (Barineau, pg. 44).  The 
trip will conclude in Wetumpka, AL, where we will see evidence for a ca. 80 Ma impact crater, 
the Wetumpka astrobleme, along the modern Fall Line. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Gulf Coastal Plain unconformity separates crystalline basement of the Appalachian core 
from sedimentary units of the Coastal Plain.  In the Lower Chattahoochee River Valley near 
Columbus, Georgia, basement rocks of the Uchee belt are typically overlain by sands and 
gravels of the Cenomanian-Santonian Tuscaloosa Formation.  Sediments within the Tuscaloosa 
Formation indicate partial derivation from residual soils on the sub-Coastal Plain unconformity 
surface, quartzite of the Pine Mountain belt, and high-grade metamorphic terranes of the local 
Uchee belt or Inner Piedmont-eastern Blue Ridge terranes to the north and northwest.   
Mapping along the Coastal Plain unconformity in and near the Lower Chattahoochee River 
Valley indicates the presence of one or more large paleovalleys in the Upper Cretaceous sub-
Coastal Plain surface that occupy a similar position to a paleodrainage system identified in the 
overlying Santonian-Campanian Eutaw Formation.  Characteristics of the Eutaw Formation 
indicate recycling of Tuscaloosa sediments in addition to crystalline basement sources.  
Collectively, these data indicate the possibility of a long-lived (~10 to 28 m.y.) drainage system 
in the vicinity of the modern Lower Chattahoochee River Valley. 

INTRODUCTION 

In southwestern Georgia-southeastern Alabama, the Gulf Coastal Plain unconformity (CPU) is 
the contact (Fig. 2.1) between deformed and metamorphosed crystalline rocks of the 
Appalachian Piedmont to the north, as well as paleosols developed on those crystalline rocks, 
and overlying sedimentary units of the Gulf Coastal Plain to the south (Fig. 2.2).  The term Fall 
Line is commonly used to describe the trace of this boundary in map view and is derived from 
the rapids and falls commonly found on streams crossing this boundary, which develop across 
the transition from more resistant plutonic-metamorphic rocks to less-resistant sedimentary 
rocks.  The CPU developed along the passive continental margin of North America following the 
breakup of Pangea, with sedimentary sequences of the Mesozoic and younger Coastal Plain 
developing above crystalline basement rocks of the Piedmont terranes in southwestern Georgia 
and southeastern Alabama (Fig. 2.3).  The trace of the CPU can be mapped from the latitude of 
New York along the Eastern Seaboard through southwestern Georgia and southeastern 
Alabama (Fig 1.1).  In the Columbus, GA area of the Lower Chattahoochee River Valley 
(LCRV), the unconformity is not marked by any prominent topographic feature, but rather by a 
gradual decline in elevation most noticeable in the series of rapids within the Chattahoochee 
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River extending from the North Highlands Dam southward approximately 4 km to Woodruff 
Riverfront Park, the location of the southernmost basement exposures within the river.  South of 
this location, rocks of the Piedmont lie below Coastal Plain sedimentary units.  Work by Eargle 
(1955) suggested the gradient on this contact within the LCRV averages 55 – 60 ft/mile (290.4 
m/km - 316.8 m/km) toward the southeast.  In contrast, Marsalis and Friddell (1975) indicate the 
gradient on the unconformity to be approximately 33 ft/mile (174.2 m/km).  Coastal Plain strata 
thicken to the south of the unconformity and become more marine in nature.  Due to its location 
at the eastern edge of the Gulf Coastal Province and western edge of the Atlantic Coastal 
Province, the geomorphology of the CPU within the LCRV was affected by erosion-deposition 
and tectonic processes of both. 

Crystalline basement rocks 
in the study area are part 
of the Uchee belt, a 
Neoproterozoic (620– 640 
Ma) peri-Gondwanan 
sequence correlated with 
the Carolina superterrane 
by some workers 
(Steltenpohl et al., 2008).   
Amphibolite facies 
metamorphic rocks with 
Carboniferous (~300 Ma) 
zircon overgrowth 
(Steltenpohl et al., 2008) 
indicates Alleghenian 
accretion to Laurentia.  In 
the immediate vicinity of 
the unconformity, the 
Uchee belt (Fig. 2.2 is 
comprised of the Phenix 
City Gneiss, Moffits Mill 
Schist, and Columbus 
Metamorphic Complex 
(Hanley and Steltenpohl, 
1997; Steltenpohl et al., 
2008).  Basement rocks 
within the study area 
consist primarily of 
orthoamphibolite, 
orthogneiss, and 
paragneiss, and biotite 
schist. 

Immediately south of the 
CPU in the LCRV, and 
stratigraphically above 
crystalline basement units, 

is the Tuscaloosa 
Formation (Fig. 2.2).  The 
formation is named for 

Figure 2.1 - Map depicting the trace of the Coastal Plain unconformity 
in Alabama and Georgia. 
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exposures near Tuscaloosa, 
Alabama, where it has been 
defined as the Tuscaloosa 
Group.  Monroe et al. (1946) 
identified four units within the 
Tuscaloosa in western 
Alabama, which from oldest to 
youngest consist of the 
Cottondale, Eoline, Coker, 
and Gordo Formations.  Later 
work by Drennen (1953) 
reduced the number of 
formations within the western 
Tuscaloosa Group to two, 
keeping only the Coker and 
Gordo Formations.  Averaging 
250ft (76.2m) in thickness in 
the LCRV, the Tuscaloosa 
Formation reaches a 
maximum thickness of ~433ft 
(132m) at Ft. Benning, GA 
(Marsalis and Friddell, 1975).  
In western Georgia, the 
Tuscaloosa Formation can be 
divided into a basal paleosol 
unit and upper sand unit (Fig. 
2.2).  The paleosol is a 
saprolitic remnant resulting 
from intense, tropical 
weathering of the underlying 
crystalline basement and is 
separated from overlying fluvial sands-conglomerates by an unconformity.  In the study area, 
the paleosol unit ranges from 1m to >10m in thickness and is commonly a reddish-orange, 
sandy or silty clay exhibiting yellow-white mottling. 

Figure 2.2: Stratigraphy of the Uchee terrane (Piedmont), Tuscaloosa 
Formation, and Eutaw Formation units (Coastal Plain). 

Figure 2.3 - Generalized cross section of a rifted continental margin (modified from Behn and Lin, 2000). 
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Figure 2.5 - Paleoenvironment of the Eutaw Formation of eastern AL and western GA, east of the Eutaw 
paleodivide (adapted from Frazier, 1996). 

Figure 2.4 - Clasts within the Tuscaloosa Formation.  Left image—locally derived pisoliths.  Right image—
locally derived gneiss pebbles. 

Above the paleosol, Cenomanian to Santonian (100.5 - 83.6 Ma, geologic time scale of Cohen 
et al., 2013 used herein) clastics of the Tuscaloosa Formation consist of poorly-sorted, coarse 
grained, sub-angular sands and gravels in a kaolin matrix (Marsalis and Friddell, 1975) which 
were deposited in a fluvial system and are characterized by their high quartz content, kaolin 
matrix, and fining upward sequences (Fig. 2.4).  The coarse-grained, sub-angular, and poorly 
sorted character of the sediments indicates a proximal source.  Fining upward sequences within 
the formation are the result of channel filling with decreasing slope as streams transitioned from 
highlands to coastal regions (Smith, 1984).  Quartzite clasts and pebbles of rare gneiss (Fig. 
2.4) in the Tuscaloosa Formation are consistent with derivation of sediment from local 
quartzofeldspathic gneiss of the Columbus Metamorphic Complex, the nearby Pine Mountain 
belt and potentially Inner Piedmont-eastern Blue Ridge terranes farther north.  These inclusions 
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provide evidence for erosion and incision of the underlying basement and paleosol by the fluvial 
system responsible for deposition of the Tuscaloosa, which allows for placement of the CPU 
within the Tuscaloosa, between the paleosol and the overlying sandstones, rather than between 

the basement and Tuscaloosa Formation. 

Lying disconformably above the Tuscaloosa Formation is the Santonian to Campanian Eutaw 
Formation (86.3 – 72.1 Ma).  The Eutaw is comprised of two sub-units, a basal course-grained, 
feldspathic quartzose sand and upper light gray to black micaceous, carbonaceous, fossiliferous 
silt, sand and clay layers (Marsalis and Friddell, 1975).  The Eutaw Formation formed in a near 
shore, estuarine environment (Fig. 2.5) and represents the first sediments in the exposed LCRV 
to have formed in a fully marine setting (Frazier, 1996).  The characteristics of sediment within 
the Eutaw Formation do not represent solely autochthonous recycling of Tuscaloosa sediments, 
but indicate additional transport processes sourcing crystalline rocks predating the Cenomanian 
stage.  Specifically, the variety of metamorphic minerals in the Eutaw Formation indicates the 
continued presence of nearby highlands during the Santonian age.   

Two disparate drainage basins located in a similar position to the modern Coosa and 
Chattahoochee drainage basins (Fig. 2.6) are indicated by heavy mineral analysis (Fig. 2.7) of 
Eutaw Formation sediments (Black et al, 2014).  The presence of a Santonian-Campanian 
paleodivide (Fig. 2.6) is consistent with a transition from sediments lacking high-grade 
metamorphic facies minerals east of the divide, within the modern LCRV, to sediments 

Figure 2.6 - Selected stations from the Eutaw Formation between Montgomery, AL and Columbus, GA used 
for mineralogical provenance study (Osborne, 2013).  Red lines show modern drainage boundaries.  Blue 
line shows approximate location of an Upper Cretaceous paleodivide in the Eutaw drainage system.
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containing those minerals west of the divide (Fig. 2.7). Coupled with paleotopographic analysis 
of the CPU, this indicates the possibility of a paleodrainage system spanning the interval of both 
Tuscaloosa and Eutaw Formation sedimentation (10 - 28 m.y.).  

PALEORELIEF ON THE COASTAL PLAIN UNCONFORMITY 

Paleotopography of the CPU within the LCRV region can be approximated through spatial 
analysis on the contact of underlying Piedmont basement, and/or residual paleosols developed 
on that basement, with overlying Coastal Plain sediments.  In locations where the contact 
cannot be observed directly, mapping of the contact is possible by constraining the location of 
Tuscaloosa sediments and basement rocks in proximity to one another and interpolating the 
contact between adjacent points above and below the unconformity.  Using the location of 
directly observed and interpolated points on the unconformity, a visual representation of the 
Upper Cretaceous paleosurface can be constructed. 

Field mapping was conducted in order to identify exposures of Tuscaloosa Formation sediments 
and adjacent basement rocks.  Data gathered as part of this research was combined with 
existing published and unpublished data in order to compile a more comprehensive database 
(Fig. 2.8).  Existing data included latitude, longitude, and elevation above sea level of identified 
outcrops.  New locations were recorded using a Garmin eTrex 20 model GPS and then plotted 
on a topographic map in order to establish elevations for all recorded points.  Exact spatial 
positions of new exposures were determined by using latitude and longitude coordinates from 
the GPS and elevation data provided by Google Earth and verified by comparison with USGS 
topographic maps.  Stated vertical and horizontal accuracy of the Garmin eTrex GPS is 
approximately 40ft (12.2m).  Elevation data provided by the GPS was discarded due to the 
degree of inaccuracy and lack of correspondence with available topographic map data and 
Google Earth.  Model and accuracy of the GPS unit used in previous data collection is unknown. 
USGS topographic map accuracy standards require an accuracy of 40 ft (12.2m) in the 
horizontal axes and 5 ft (1.5m) in the vertical axis (USGS, 1999).  Tested spatial accuracy using 

Figure 2.7 - Heavy mineral modes in selected Eutaw For mation localities identifying a potential Upper 
Cretaceous paleodivide west of the AL-GA state line (adapted from Black et al., 2014). 
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Google Earth imagery is approximately 5.9 ft (1.8m) in the horizontal and 5.7 ft (1.73m) in the 
vertical (Mohammed et al., 2013). 

In places where the contact between rocks of the Piedmont, or the paleosol developed on those 
rocks, and sedimentary units of the Tuscaloosa Formation could not be observed directly, the 
location of the contact was interpolated by selecting the mean elevation between the nearest 
identified Piedmont and Tuscaloosa Formation exposures (Fig. 2.9).  The resulting interpolated 

points for the 
unconformity were 
then plotted along 
with observed points 
(Fig. 2.10) on the 
contact and 
contoured in order to 
create a paleotopogra
phic surface of the 
Upper Cretaceous 
CPU in the vicinity of 
the LCRV. Contouring 
observed and 
interpolated points on 
the unconformity 
indicates the 
existence of 
paleochannels (Fig. 
2.11) in the sub-
Tuscaloosa 
Formation surface 
occupying a similar 
spatial location to a 
paleodrainage system 
idnetified within the 
overlying Eutaw 
Formation (Fig. 2.12).

Of particular interest are the eastern and central channels which appear to be feeding into the 
region occupied by the future Eutaw Formation estuary. 

Interpolation of contacts is based on the assumption of a reasonably planar surface along the 
unconformity over short distances, recognizing that as distance between data points increases, 
the potential for error on the interpolated location of the unconformity increases (Fig. 2.13).  A 
series of independent checks designed to validate the results of this study have been 

Figure 2.8 - Data points used in construction of the Coastal Plain 
unconformity surface.
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implemented.  They consist of 1) examination of clusters of interpolated contacts to determine 
internal consistency of interpolated elevations, 2) contouring of basement rocks and Tuscaloosa 
sediments independent of the CPU surface, and 3) sedimentary analysis of the local 
Tuscaloosa Formation. 

Due to the difficulty in locating observable contacts on the CPU, interpolation of contacts 
produced the largest number of points used in the paleotopographic analysis presented herein 
(Fig. 2.10).  Because of the prevalence of basement outcrops to the north and west, and 
sediments to the south and east, the majority of interpolated contacts resulted from the 
identification of a single outcrop of basement within proximity to many readily available sediment 
outcrops and vice versa.  This results in the development of several closely clustered groups of 
interpolated contacts rather than an even distribution of data points across the study area.  Such 
clusters of interpolated contacts can be used as independent check by comparing the elevations 
within the clusters to determine if they yield consistent results (Fig. 2.14).  If interpolation of 

Figure 2.9 – Graphic representation of methodology for interpolating location of the Coastal Plain 
unconformity between Tuscaloosa Formation and metamorphic basement outcrops. 

Figure 2.10 – Observed and interpolated points on the Coastal Plain unconformity. 
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points between different outcrops in the same region yields radically different elevations on the 
unconformity, it might indicate that the resulting interpolated data is unreliable due to significant 
local relief on the unconformity (Fig. 2.13).  Contouring clusters of interpolated points, however, 
yield reasonably consistent changes in elevation across the study area and indicate reliability of 
interpolated data (Fig. 2.14). 

Figure 2.11 – Contour lines (red) with 15m interval on the CoastalPlain unconformity.  Blue arrows mark the 
location of 3 significant paleochannels at or near the Late Cretaceous Gulf coast. 

Contouring basement and palesol outcrops (Fig. 2.15) and Tuscaloosa sediment outcrops (Fig. 
2.16) independently from the CPU also indicates a degree of consistency for contours on the 
CPU.  Most sample locations do not lie directly on the contact, with the actual unconformity at 
an unknown distance above or below the observed station.  If observed exposures used in 
interpolation lie in close proximity to the actual unconformity, then independently contouring 
elevations of exposed basement and Tuscaloosa Formation sediment should yield similar 
contour patterns to that of the interpolated CPU surface. 

Sampling of data points that include basement or Tuscaloosa Formation clastics produces 
results that are somewhat random in terms of elevation, due to the nature in which sampling 
occurs.  Recorded elevations are a result of outcrop availability and are controlled by factors 
which include both weathering in a subtropical environment and extensive urban development. 
However, the character of exposure is also affected by the position of the CPU relative to 
modern topography.  If outcrops were truly random, then contouring of basement elevation 
points should produce a different surface than contouring of elevation points on Tuscaloosa 
Formation clastics.  However, contouring of data points on the basement independent of those 
data points on sedimentary units of the Tuscaloosa Formation does not produce two random 
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surfaces, but rather surfaces with similar paleotopography, specifically the indication of 
paleovalleys in the western portion of the study area.  Relief on the unconformity itself is, 
therefore, more likely to be the result of actual paleotopography rather than relics produced by 
outcrop. 
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Contouring of basement (Fig. 2.15) produces significant detail north and west of the 
unconformity, where outcrops of basement are most prevalent.  Although basement outcrop 
abundance  decreases east of the city of Columbus, limited basement data mirrors that of the 
overlying Tuscaloosa sedimentary sequences and does not indicate the existence of significant 
paleochannels in the eastern region of the study area.  Evidence for a potential paleochannel 
occurs within the Midland area at the eastern boundary of Columbus’ urban development 
region, as well as in several areas near the north-central portion of Columbus. 

Figure 2.12 - Comparison of Eutaw paleochannel with proposed Tuscaloosa paleochannel (adapted from 
Frazier, 1996). 

Figure 2.13 - Potential 
problems with interpolation 
method.  Red lines depict 
extremes in the geometry of 
the unconformity between 
observed points below (blue 
circle) and above (yellow 

circle) the unconformity. 
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Contouring of Tuscaloosa Formation sediments (Fig. 2.16) produces similar results, with 
paleotopography indicating channels in the western, but not eastern region of the study area. 

Similar contour patterns from both basement and sediment exposures in the central and 
western portions of the LCRV indicate prominent paleovalleys in the western region of the study 
area are not the result of random sampling, but are instead a function of actual relief on the 
Upper Cretaceous surface. 

The streams that carried Tuscaloosa sediments were part of a braided system that resulted in 
deposition and filling of channels as they left the steeper slopes of the highlands and began to 
decrease in gradient as they approached the coast.  Deposits near the base of the Tuscaloosa 
Formation sedimentary sequence tend to be very coarse, cross-bedded gravelly sandstones, 
grading upward into medium to fine massive sandstones, and capped by deposits of massive, 
mottled mudstones (Fig. 2.17) (Frazier et al., 1987).  Because the Tuscaloosa Formation 
represents an overall fining upward sequence, grain size analysis (Fig. 2.18) can provide 
general constraints on the location of a given outcrop within the stratigraphy relative to the CPU 
at its base.  This provides a general and independent check on the placement of the 
unconformity using interpolation in the event that an observable contact is not available in the 
immediate area. A total of six analyses were conducted, two at station DB102 and one each at 
stations DB039, DB043, DB088, and DB100. 

Figure 2.14 - Cluster of interpolated points showing expected elevation consistency.  Red lines indicate 3m 
contour interval.  Green boxes are interpolated contacts.  Red boxes are observed contacts.  Numbers 
indicate elevations in meters above sea level for each identified point. 
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Station DB102 reflects the fining upward nature of the Tuscaloosa Formation sedimentary 
sequence.  The outcrop measures approximately 400 ft (122 m) horizontally from north to south 
and vertically ranges from approximately 20 ft (6.1 m) to greater than 50 ft (15.2 m) in thickness 
and is divided into three distinct layers.  The lower unit consists of a conglomerate containing 
coarse, dark red and dark yellow pisoliths in addition to locally derived gneiss pebbles.  The 
middle unit consists of medium to fine-grained massive sandstone, while the upper layer is a 
highly mottled mudstone. 

Figure 
2.15 - 
Contou
rs (15m 
interval
) of 
elevati
on data 
for 
units 
below 
the 
Coasta
l Plain 
unconf
ormity 
(basem
ent and 
paleos
ol 
outcro

ps). 
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A comparison of the grain size of the lower and middle units (Fig. 2.18) shows a distinct decline 
in grain size of the middle layer compared to the lower layer. Station DB100 (Fig. 2.18), which is 
located directly at an observable contact, shows skewness toward larger grains, whereas 
station DB088, located approximately 11.6m above the contact shows skewness toward 
medium to fine grains (Fig. 2.18).  Grain size analysis provided an opportunity to check the 

Figure 
2.16 - 
Contour
s (15m 
interval) 
of 
elevatio
n data 
for units 
above 
the 
Coastal 
Plain 
unconfo
rmity 
(Tuscal
oosa 
Formati
on 
sedime

nt). 
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placement of the interpolated 
unconformity.  Where the 
interpolated unconformity was 
proximal to the overlying station 
in the Tuscaloosa Formation, 
grain size of a collected sample 
at that station should be skewed 
toward larger grains.  In general, 
there is consistent agreement 
between grain size analyses and 
placement of the unconformity, 
with coarser grained Tuscaloosa 
Formation sediment lying at 
elevations proximal to the 
interpolated CPU and finer 
grained sediment lying at 
elevations farther above the 
interpolated CPU. 

New and exisiting data points 
both on the CPU and 
interpolated between outcrops 
above and below the CPU 
allowed for construction of a 3-
dimensional model (Fig. 2.19) of 
the CPU surface in ArcGIS using 
an inverse distance weighting 
method, which is compared to a 

contour map constructed using a 
freehand interpretive methodology 

(Fig. 2.20).  

Figure 2.17 - Station DB102.  Tuscaloosa outcrop in Phenix City, AL showing an overall fining upward 
sequence 

Figure 2.18 – Grain size analysis for stations DB102 (middle and 
lower Tuscaloosa), DB100 (basal Tuscaloosa), and DB088 (upper 
Tuscaloosa) demonstrating overall fining upward sequences. 
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The 3D surface model was 
generated using ArcScene and 
ArcGIS 10.2 based on 
coordinates of observed and 
interpolated contacts.  A 13:1 
vertical exaggeration was 
necessary to view the model 
three dimensionally due to the 
relatively low relief compared to 
the longitudinal scale of the study 
area.  In contrast, the freehand 
interpretive contour map was 
drawn in Google Earth between 
observed and interpolated points 
on the CPU using a combination 
of interpretive and objective 
methods. The ArcGIS model and 
freehand contour map generally 
agree with regard to the location 
of proposed paleovalleys, 
however, there are also notable 
differences between the two 

Figure 2.19 - 3D surface of contact surface produced in ArcGIS 
using available data.  Contour interval is 10ft (3m).  Vertical 
exaggeration is 13:1 

Figure 2.20 - Overlay of the contact surface model in Google Earth compared to freehand contours (red). 
Black contour interval is 3m.  Red contour interval is 15m. 
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surfaces (Fig. 2.20). These include a series of closed contours suggesting prominent hills and 
depressions in the GIS model, which are notably absent in the freehand contours.  Additionally, 
the prominence of the western-most channel in the freehand contours is diminished in the GIS 
model.  Such variances are the result of the manner in which software for computer-generated 
surfaces processes limited datasets, particularly when clusters of data points are separated by 
large distances with sparse data.  In this case, the closed contour lines scattered across the 
ArcGIS surface (hills and depressions) may be produced by the contouring algorithms when 
such features would not be created during hand contouring.  It is therefore more likely that the 
hand contoured map is more representative of the actual CPU surface. 

MODERN ANALOGUES 

The examination of 
modern analogous 
environments (Fig. 2.21) 
may also provide 
insights into conditions 
of the likely depositional 
environment of the 
Tuscaloosa Formation, 
especially topographic 
relief, and provide an 
independent check on 
the interpolation method 
presented herein. 
Sedimentological 
analysis of Tuscaloosa 
Formation sedimentary 
sequences and 
paleotectonic 
reconstructions of North
America indicate 
sediments of the 
Tuscaloosa Formation 

 were deposited by a braided fluvial system in proximity to both the sourcing highlands and 
coast at tropical latitude. 

Topographic relief (Figs. 2.22 and 2.23) in modern analogues to the inferred depositional 
setting for Tuscaloosa Formation sediments immediately above the CPU allows for comparison 
of relief in a similar setting.  Three rivers (Fig. 2.21) near the southeastern coast of Brazil in the 
state of Santa Catarina, the Rio Mampituba, Rio de Madre, and an unnamed river near Nova 
Vicenca were chosen due to similar environmental settings analogous to the depositional 
environment for the Tuscaloosa Formation.  Similarities between this modern setting and 
inferred characteristics of the depositional environment for the Tuscaloosa Formation in the 
vicinity of the LCRV include a tropical/subtropical environment between 0° and 30° latitude, and 
the presence of braided stream systems proximal to both source highlands and the coastline.   
Average longitudinal slopes of the rivers are approximately 248 m/km, while slopes of the 
identified paleochannels are approximately 312 m/km.  Cross-valley width of the eastern-most 
paleochannel is approximately 2.6 km.  Comparison of the longitudinal (Fig. 2.22) and cross-

Figure 2.21 – Analogues of Tuscaloosa Formation depositional environment,  
southeastern Brazil. 
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valley (Fig. 2.23) profiles of these modern river valleys over the same distance also yields 
similar results. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The CPU represents the contact between underlying basement rocks/residual soils of the 
Piedmont province’s Uchee terrane and overlying sediments of the Tuscaloosa Formation of the 
Gulf Coastal Plain province.  The Tuscaloosa Formation is the lowest stratigraphic unit within 
the Coastal Plain in the LCRV of western Georgia and eastern Alabama.  Earliest deposition of 
Tuscaloosa sediments began at ca. 100 Ma in the Cenomanian and ended at ca. 80 Ma in the 
Santonian. Clasts of gneiss and pisoliths from residual soils built on metamorphic and igneous 
rocks included within Tuscaloosa Formation basal sediment indicate incision of the Upper 
Cretaceous surface into the underlying saprolitic basement.  This strongly indicates the CPU in 
the vicinity of the LCRV is located within the Tuscaloosa Formation, between the basal paleosol 
and overlying fluvial sediments, rather than between the Tuscaloosa Formation and basement 
rocks of the Uchee terrane (Fig. 2.2). 

Figure 2.22 – Longitudinal profiles for the three Brazilian rivers and the eastern-

most CPU paleochannel over similar distances. 

Figure 2.23- Comparison of the cross-valley profiles of the three Brazilian rivers over distances 
similar to the width of the eastern-most paleochannel. 
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Mapping of the contact between the basement-paleosol and Tuscaloosa Formation sediments 
within the LCRV is difficult due to urban development, but limited exposures on the CPU can be 
used in conjunction with interpolated points on the CPU derived from available exposures of 
basement, paleosol and sedimentary sequences to create a paleotopographic surface 
representing the sub-Coastal Plain unconformity surface (Fig 2.20).  The accuracy of the 
interpolation method used here can be validated through a number of independent checks.  
First, interpolation of the CPU between observed outcrop of basement and sedimentary units 
produced multiple data clusters which showed consistent elevation values and consistent 
topographic gradients between independent data points (Fig. 2.14).  Second, independent 
contour maps constructed on basement and sediment exposures indicate similar relief patterns 
on both the basement upper surface and sedimentary lower surface independent of the 
interpolated data (Figs. 2.15 and 2.16).  Third, grain size analysis (Fig. 2.18) used to constrain 
the stratigraphic position of collected samples within the Tuscaloosa Formation yield results 
consistent with the interpolated position of the CPU.  Finally, modern analogues in southeastern 
Brazil have similar relief to the inferred paleotopography of the CPU (Figs. 2.21 and 2.22).   

Previous research by Frazier and Taylor (1980) indicated the younger Eutaw Formation, 
disconformably overlying the Tuscaloosa Formation (Fig. 2.2), is comprised entirely of marine 
sediments deposited in a near-shore estuarine environment and indicates marine transgression 
following deposition of fluvial sequences in the Tuscaloosa Formation.  A significant paleodivide 
in the western edge of the study area indicates distinct sources for the Eutaw Formation, with 
sediments in western Georgia likely sourcing the Pine Mountain area.  Heavy minerals in Eutaw 
Formation sediment (Black et al., 2014) may indicate a more mineralogically diverse source 
than that of the Tuscaloosa Formation, which consists predominately of quartz in a kaolin 
matrix.  Alternatively, heavy mineral assemblages in the Eutaw Formation suggest less intense 
chemical weathering during deposition of the Eutaw Formation.  Regardless, this mineralogical 
diversity implies that Eutaw Formation sediments are not derived from recycling of Tuscaloosa 
Formation sediments, but rather were sourced from highlands beyond the extent of the 
Tuscaloosa.  This data, coupled with the presence of similarly located paleovalleys identified in 
both the Tuscaloosa and Eutaw Formations, indicates that the drainage system responsible for 
deposition of Tuscaloosa Formation sediments persisted from the Cenomanian into the 
Campanian, a duration of 10.3-28.4 m.y. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Eagle and Phenix Dam on the Chattahoochee River in Columbus, Georgia, and Phenix 
City, Alabama, was removed as part of constructing the longest urban whitewater course in the 
world, and reestablishing a semblance of the pre-dam course of the river. The entire whitewater 
project extends from the North Highland generating facility to below the Eagle and Phenix dam 
in downtown Columbus. The course begins in metamorphic rocks of the Uchee belt in the 
Piedmont and ends in sedimentary sequences of the Tuscaloosa Formation, crossing the Fall 
Line in the process, and transits ~2.5 miles of bedrock.  Planning and construction of the project 
took place over a 15 year period, culminating in opening of the course in 2013.  Understanding 
the role of bedrock geology of the region was critical during the design and construction phases 
of the project.  The orientation and physical characteristics of key structures, including 
mineralized and non-mineralized joints and faults, as well as metamorphic foliation, played a 
critical role in controlling the size and shape of rock removed during excavation of the channel, 
as well as surface water-groundwater interactions in the river channel.  These features also 
influenced the widening and deepening of the river channel during construction of artificial 
rapids for the whitewater course. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND KEY ROCK UNITS 

The site of the E&P dam is the most downstream exposure of Piedmont units of the 
Appalachian Mountains (Fig. 1.3).  For an overview of the geology of the region, see Barineau, 
this volume. Metamorphic and igneous crystalline rocks in the region belong to the Uchee belt, 
located at the northern edge of the Coastal Plain of west-central Georgia and east-central 
Alabama.  The more northerly Pine Mountain belt separates the Uchee belt from rocks of the 
Opelika and Dadeville complexes.  The Uchee belt (Fig. 3.2) is separated from the southern 
portion of the Pine Mountain belt by a zone of intense deformation marked by very thick 
mylonite zones (Goat Rock fault and Bartletts Ferry fault) and at least one normal fault (Shiloh 
fault).  It consists of three major rock units: the Phenix City gneiss, Moffitts Mill schist, and the 
North Columbus metamorphic complex.  These make up the Lake Oliver synform, with the 
North Columbus metamorphic complex in the core, the Phenix City gneiss on the flanks, and the 
Moffits Mill schist in between.  Major faults on the north side of the Uchee belt affect the Phenix 
City gneiss and Moffits Mill schist.  These rocks have ca. 600 Ma metamorphic ages, suggesting 
Gondwanan or peri-Gondwanan origins (Steltenpohl et al., 2008).  Following docking with the 
adjacent Pine Mountain belt just prior to Alleghanian orogenesis (Steltenpohl et al., 2008), the 
region was intruded by 200-170 Ma diabasic dikes associated with the South Georgia Rift 
Basin-Central Atlantic Magmatic Province during Triassic rifting of the Pangean supercontinent 
(Hames, 2010).  Sand and gravel deposits of the Tuscaloosa Group lie unconformably above 
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the older metamorphic and igneous rocks, and mark development of a passive margin facing 
the Atlantic-Gulf basin during the Cretaceous. 
Unites exposed along the whitewater course in downtown Columbus, GA belong to the Phenix 
City Gneiss. It consists of dioritoidal to granodioritoidal gneiss with associated amphibolite 
bodies, some containing layers of calcsilicate lenses rich in diopside, while biotite, epidote, and 
scapolite are locally abundant.   A number of workers have noted similarities between 
amphibolite masses on the north side of the Uchee belt and those on the south side, concluding 
the units were related (Bentley and Neathery, 1970; Schamel et al., 1980; Holland, 1981; Stow 
et al., 1984; Kish, 1985).  All three stratigraphic units are generally interpreted as being exposed 
in a northeast plunging synform (Lake Oliver synform).  Geochemical analyses suggest an 
arc/back-arc setting for these units (Chalokwu and Hanley, 1990; Steltenpohl et al., 2002; 
Hanley et al., 2005).   

OVERVIEW OF THE WHITEWATER PROJECT 

The concept for a river rafting/kayaking course on the Chattahoochee River in downtown 
Columbus was initially proposed in the 1970’s by local residents Neal Wickham and Joe Smith. 
John Turner, private investor and board member of Columbus Bank and Trust, W.C. Bradley, 
and TSYS, pulled the project together over approximately fifteen years. Earlier development in 
Columbus, including construction of the Columbus Riverwalk under the leadership of Billy 
Turner at the Columbus Water Works, helped prepare the way for Whitewater.  Originating as 
part of a larger project to reroute sewer lines and control sewer overflow, the Riverwalk drew 
attention to the river as a recreational resource, drawing people to downtown Columbus. The 
development of the TSYS campus and the Synovus River campus, and the repositioning of 
Columbus State University’s schools of music, art and theatre, along with recycled office space 
for dormitories spurred by a major capital campaign, brought students and others to downtown 

Figure 3.1 – The city of Columbus, GA hosts the longest urban whitewater course in the world.  Situated 
along the trace of the Coastal Plain unconformity, a series of historic mill dams were removed in order to 
restore the river to its original state.  The river channel was geoengineered in order to create a series of 
class II-IV+ rapids over a 2.5 mile distance.  Google Earth image of downtown Columbus, GA and Phenix 
City, AL on the banks of the Chattahoochee River.  Photographs courtesy of Georgia.org. 
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Columbus. These new projects joined existing facilities of the Coca-Cola Space Science Center 
and the Columbus Ironworks Convention Center. Shortly after much of the Columbus Riverwalk 
was completed, Phenix City also built a riverwalk from the Dillingham Street Bridge to the 14th 
Street Bridge. Extension of the Phenix City riverwalk continued further upstream to City Mills 
Dam as Whitewater was being built.  

UpTown Columbus, 
so named because 
of its relative position 
to the original portion 
of downtown 
Columbus, is a non-
profit organization 
chartered by the City 
of Columbus to 
manage 
redevelopment of the 
downtown area. 
UpTown Columbus, 
who took 
responsibility for 
construction and 
continued 
management of 
Whitewater, hired 
McLaughlin 
Whitewater Design 
Group of Denver, 
Colorado, for initial 
planning and final 
design of the course. 
Batson & Cook, 
Westpoint, Georgia 
was the lead 
contractor with major 
support by Scott 
Bridge, Opelika, 
Alabama.  Ed 
Kinner, retired civil 
engineer and 
Columbus resident, 
worked with UpTown 
during the planning, 
design and 
construction phases, 
while the Army Corps 
of Engineers provided 
significant management, permitting and financial support. The design process utilized aerial 
photography, bathymetry, sonar, and scuba divers to survey the channel.  Areas of loose rock, 
the result of earlier construction of the dam, were delineated as sources of rock for course 
construction (Fig. 3.1).   Construction of the whitewater course (Hanley and Kinner, 2012) 

Figure 3.2 – Geologic map and cross-section of the Uchee belt and Pine 
Mountain belt, showing major stratigraphic units and faults  From Steltenpohl et 
al., 2008. 
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involved a number of critical tasks, some overlapping in time, including: geoforming portions of 
the channel to create a series of rapids (e.g. Cut Bait, Georgia/wave shaper channel), removal 
of the western and eastern ends of the Eagle and Phenix dam (E&P), construction of habitat 
pools midway along the course, removal of the City Mills dam further upstream, and 
construction of a raft launch structure below the North Highland dam, Concurrently, Georgia 
Power Co. constructed a weir immediately below the North Highland dam to maintain their 
tailwater level of turbine operation following the City Mills dam. This article deals only with 
construction at the Eagle and Phenix site. The steps taken in construction of the Whitewater 
facility at the Eagle and Phenix dam site are described at the end of this article. 

Planning 

Dam removal and channel construction (Hanley and Kinner, 2012) required careful planning to 
control the hydraulics and flow of the river channel. This involved widening and deepening the 
channels and installing ledges within the channels. The entries to the channels had to be at very 
specific elevations in order to divide the flow in such a way as to make both channels usable 
under most flow conditions. A key construction object in the Georgia channel was a wave-
shaper, a poured concrete slab with an adjustable lip that would control the wave form. Each 
channel had to be pumped dry in order to construct these features. To accomplish this required 
careful control of the flow throughout the project, necessitating construction of temporary coffer 
dams and additional diversion structures, and strategic removal of parts of the dam as the 
project proceeded.  A number of rock-related concerns surfaced during planning:  

1. Would the rock be impermeable enough to allow the channels to be pumped dry during

construction and concrete to be poured?

2. How easy would it be to remove blocks from the channels?

3. Could blocks of the rock be used to construct various features in the channel as

specified in the plans?

4. What were the properties of the rock that would affect pouring concrete for the

structures?

5. How dependable were properties of the rock as construction proceeded deeper into the

exposure?

Answering these questions required assembling what was already known about the rocks at the 

site and supplementing that knowledge with further observations. 

STRUCTURAL INFLUENCES ON THE WHITEWATER PROJECT 

Planar structures control the way rock breaks and so were an important constraint on 
construction of the whitewater course. The Phenix City gneiss contains layering, metamorphic 
foliation, and joints (Fig. 3.3). Light and dark layers on many scales and preferred orientation of 
platy minerals are characteristic of all exposures, while in some cases layers are tightly folded in 
macroscopic view. The layers are also folded in broader, megascopic structures (e.g. Lake 
Oliver synform). Both primary layering (S0) and metamorphic foliation (S1) are present, but are 
generally coplanar (S0=S1) and are locally swept into narrow, shallow dipping fault zones that 
contain their own schistosity (S2). Folds associated with these zones (S0=S1) are designated 
F2. Younger joints cut through these gneiss bodies both parallel and oblique to S0 and S1 
structures. Recognizing the role of all these structures in a project such as this is crucial (Fig. 
3.3). These structures were recognized by Schamel et al (1980), and Hanley (1986). Schamel, 
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et al (1980) suggested that S2 was related to the emplacement of the Appalachian allochthon. 
Schamel’s Rock (Fig. 3.4) is a useful outdoor laboratory for geology students at Columbus State 
Unversity and elsewhere, which has expanded the knowledge base on this local area. The 
Whitewater project provided the opportunity to add to this legacy information.  

Figure 3.3 – Structural features at the Eagle and Phenix dam. 
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Structural Evaluation 

Foliations and joints in the river channel intersect in such a way as to produce blocks that were 
harvested during blasting or mechanical removal. Despite constant exposure to water in the 
channel, bedrock is generally cohesive, with low permeability, and did not produce serious 
leakage problems.  Joints and foliation appear to be tight at depth, also minimizing loss of water 
in the channel.  Two exceptions to these general characteristics created challenges at both the 
Cut Bait site and wave shaper site (Figs. 3.1 and 3.4).  Construction in the Cut Bait channel 
revealed a less common mineralized joint (Fig. 3.3) set bearing N 15 E. The rock is locally 
shattered along this joint and contains calcite and quartz. Though not obvious at the surface, 
when the channel was being excavated a large zone of weathered calcite and quartz (Julian 
Gray, pers. Comm.) was uncovered. Zones of weathered rock at the wave shaper were 
weathered more deeply than expected. The depth of the weathering was not expected from 
observation of hard rocks on Middle Island. These exceptions could be understood in the 
context of the existing data. 

The crystalline metamorphic and igneous basement is responsible for major rapids and water 
fall system and is a classic example of a fall line exposure. The original shape of the falls is lost 
in the mists of time, as the E&P dam was constructed by mining the exposure for construction 
blocks. The exposure consists of a large mass of rock on the Alabama side referred to here as 
Schamel’s Rock, a large mass in the middle of the river called Middle Island, and a mass on the 
eastern side of the river called Powerhouse Island, the site of the Eagle and Phenix powerhouse 
(Fig. 3.4). 

Prior to dam removal and whitewater construction, water flowing over the dam was split by 
Middle Island into a western and an eastern channel (Fig. 3.4). Additionally, a small channel 
separated Schamel’s Rock from the western shore. This small channel contained water only 
when the dams upstream were releasing. Significant water also flowed through the old 
powerhouse. There is evidence (old drill holes and shattered rock) that all three channels were 
shaped by removal of rock, presumably to construct the E&P dam. The plan for the E&P dam 
removal and Whitewater construction called for developing the two channels as whitewater 

Figure 3.4 - 2011 pre-construction aerial image of the whitewater course at the E&P dam (left image) and 
2014 post-construction aerial image of the whitewater course (right image). The three masses of rock that 
constitute the E&P site are labeled. Middle Island is separated from Schamel’s Rock and Power House 
Island by the Cut Bank and Georgia/wave shaper channels, respectively. “Schamel’s Rock” on the west 
side of the channel appears in Schamel et al. (1980) and Hanley (1986) (Fig. 3.3A). 
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courses through the old dam site: one, the Alabama or Cut Bait channel on the west side of 
Middle Island, and the Georgia Channel, between Middle Island and the E&P powerhouse. 
This project involved more than just removing the dams. The flow of the water through the 
rapids of the old dam sites had to be shaped to maximize their whitewater potential. This 
required widening, deepening and stabilizing the channels, and building gates and other 
structures to produce and control hydraulics. Rock had to be removed from the channels in 
some places and ledges and slabs installed elsewhere to accomplish this. The various steps 
required for this project are outlined below. 

CONSTRUCTION STAGES – ALABAMA (CUT BAIT) AND GEORGIA CHANNELS 

The E&P dam was a mortared boulder structure constructed in 1882. Two predecessor wood 
dams (1856 and 1869) were known to exist upstream of this dam. These were fully removed as 
construction proceeded, the wood being recycled for specialty construction and furniture.  A 
spectator area was constructed on the Georgia side, adjacent to the wave shaper, which is 
accessed from the Georgia River Walk by a pedestrian bridge constructed for the purpose. 

Cut Bait (Alabama) Channel 

1. Make modifications at the E&P lower powerhouse to make it possible to divert all river flow
through the powerhouse under Georgia Power base line flow (approx. 900 cubic feet per
second.)  With this diversion all river flow over the E&P dam crest was stopped so that
whitewater construction could proceed unimpeded in dry conditions. Thus, at baseline flow, the
E&P dam served as an upstream cofferdam.  All water diverted through the powerhouse was
discharged downstream below the work area.
2. Most construction work proceeded on weekends when Georgia Power was able to maintain
the low-flow, baseline conditions for extended periods.
3. All miscellaneous seepage flow at the dam was controlled by construction pumps.
4. The first construction occurred at the downstream end of Cut Bait in the "open river" using
divers.  Grout bags were placed in layers upward from the river bed to build the required
whitewater exit structure that causes the furthest downstream whitewater waves to develop.
4. Three whitewater structures were built farther upstream within Cut Bait channel (Figs. 3.3D,
3.4, 3.5A, and 3.5B). All sediment and loose boulders were removed at each structure to
expose competent, intact bedrock at the channel bottom.  The channel bottom was further
cleaned manually by shovel, as needed, and flushed with water to provide for rigid support and
frictional resistance. Dry working conditions were provided by pumping of all seepage water
occurring from upstream by providing a temporary downstream cofferdam using excavated on-
site sediment, and pumping to control all seepage from the Walter F. George reservoir.
5. These three whitewater structures were constructed using harvested, on-site boulders that
were placed on the cleaned channel bottom and then thoroughly concreted.
6. Cut Bait construction required ~6 months and was followed by breaching of the western
portion of the E&P dam.

Western Portion of E&P Dam 

1. A temporary dike was constructed perpendicular to and abutting of the E&P dam,
downstream, at approximately mid-river, easterly of the completed Cut Bait channel (Fig. 3.4).
This served to keep water confined to the Cut Bait channel once the western portion of the E&P
dam was removed.
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2. Approximately 200 ft of the western portion of the dam was then removed.  Two segments of
this interval were removed by drilling and blasting, with the remainder removed by mechanical
equipment.

Figure 3.5 – Construction stages in geoforming the Cut Bait (Alabama) and Georgia channels for the 
whitewater course. 
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3. With this removal, all flow passed through the Cut Bait channel and was confined to the
channel by the boulder dike.  Construction of the Georgia side wave shaper and Georgia
channel could then proceed.

 Georgia Wave Shaper and Channel 

1. The first whitewater structure was constructed at the downstream end of the Georgia channel
in the "open river" using tremie concrete techniques.   Similarly to Cut Bait, this structure causes
the furthest downstream whitewater waves to form.
2. This whitewater structure was then used as a base to form a downstream cofferdam at the
Walter F. George reservoir.  Robust concrete formwork panels and sand and gravel berms were
used.
3. After this cofferdam was placed, the Georgia side work site was fully protected from the river
flows by the easterly portion of the E&P dam that remained in place upstream (Fig. 3.5D), near
the temporary mid-river concreted boulder dike and downstream cofferdam.
4. The wave shaper is a reinforced concrete structure resting on bedrock.  Steel plates are
incorporated within the structure that can be rotated up and down to adjust the whitewater wave
that forms as water passes over the structure.  Rock blasting was required to remove bedrock to
the required elevation.  Miscellaneous pumping occurred to control minor seepage into the work
area.  Wave shaper construction proceeded (Figure 3.5E).
5. One concreted boulder whitewater structure was concurrently constructed within the channel
upstream of the wave shaper using procedures described at Cut Bait.
6. When construction was completed the remaining, eastern portion of the E&P dam was fully
removed by mechanical equipment, as were the temporary mid-river boulder dike and the
downstream cofferdam.   The wave shaper was then "tuned" by adjusting the moveable steel
plates to achieve the desired whitewater waves.
7. The Georgia side construction required approximately one year.
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IMPLICATIONS OF ORDOVICIAN-SILURIAN MAGMATISM IN THE SOUTHERNMOST 
APPALACHIANS 

Clinton I. Barineau 
Columbus State University, Department of Earth and Space Sciences, Columbus State University, 

Columbus, Georgia 31907 

ABSTRACT 

The eastern Blue Ridge Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt of Alabama and Georgia 
predominantly consists of Neoproterozoic-Cambrian Laurentian rift and passive margin 
sequences and a younger successor basin, the Wedowee-Emuckfaw-Dahlonega back-arc 
basin.  Rocks of the younger, Laurentian-plate back-arc basin range into at least the Middle-
Early Ordovician and may include Silurian-aged stratigraphy.  Intruding these Neoproterozoic-
Early Paleozoic metasedimenatary and metavolcanic sequences are a number of pre-, syn-, 
and post-metamorphic granitoids.  Two of the largest plutons, the Zana Granite and Kowaliga 
Gneiss, have historically been attributed to Ordovician tectonics of the Taconic orogeny based 
on older whole-rock and multi-grain zircon analyses.  New LA-ICP-MS ages from these plutons 
confirm a Middle-Upper Ordovician, 460-450 Ma age for the Zana Granite, but indicate the 
Kowaliga Gneiss is Silurian, 430-425 Ma in age. Coupled with the ages of ca. 440 Ma for the 
Farmville metagranite and ca. 443 Ma for the Sand Hill pluton in the Wedowee-Emuckfaw-
Dahlonega (WED) back-arc basin, a Silurian magmatic age for the Kowaliga Gneiss indicates 
relatively continuous magmatism continued along this portion of the Laurentian margin well after 
the end of the time frame bracketing the traditional Taconic orogeny.  Similarly-aged igneous 
units in the Inner Piedmont of Alabama, Georgia and North Carolina may have originated in the 
same suprasubduction system. 

INTRODUCTION 

The highly allochthonous, middle to upper amphibolite facies Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt 
(AWEB) in central eastern Alabama and northwestern Georgia (Fig. 4.1) is the southernmost 
portion of the eastern Blue Ridge composite terrane.  The belt consists predominantly of pelitic 
rocks and minor orthoamphibolite (Neathery, 1975; Tull, 1978; 1987; Muangnoicharoen, 1975; 
Allison, 1992; Tull et al., 2014), which were intruded by a number of pre-, syn-, and post-
metamorphic I and S-type granitoids (Drummond et al., 1997; Holm-Denoma, 2006; Ingram, 
2012; Sagul et al., 2015).  The AWEB is bounded on the northwest at its structural base by the 
post-metamorphic Hollins Line fault system in Alabama (Tull et al., 2007; Tull and Barineau, 
2012) and younger Allatoona fault in Georgia (Holm-Denoma, 2006; Tull, 2011; Barineau et al., 
2015).  On its southwestern flank, the Brevard Zone and Chattahoochee fault define the 
structural top of this lithotectonic belt. 

Three pre-metamorphic plutons, the Elkahatchee Quartz Diorite, Zana Granite and Kowaliga 
Gneiss, make up ~20% of the eastern Blue Ridge in Alabama.  All three metagranitoids have 
traditionally been attributed to latest Cambrian and/or Ordovician Taconic orogenesis (Russell et 
al., 1987; Drummond et al., 1994; 1997; Miller et al., 2006; Tull et al., 2007; Hatcher et al., 2007; 
Steltenpohl et al., 2010; Holm-Denoma and Das, 2010) in either a collisional or accretionary 
orogenic setting.  Application of modern geochronologic techniques (e.g. SHRIMP RG, LA-ICP-
MS) to the Elkahatchee batholith, however, indicated a ca. 370 Ma (latest Devonian) magmatic 
age (Tull et al., 2009; Barineau et al., 2015), suggesting the original multi-grain U-Pb zircon 
analyses (Russell et al., 1987) were affected by Pb-loss, xenocrystic components, and/or higher 
uranium content in zircon overgrowths.  Application of similar analytical techniques to samples 
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from the Zana Granite and Kowaliga Gneiss (Sagul et al., 2015) indicate Middle Ordovician (ca. 
460-450 Ma) and Silurian (ca. 430-425 Ma) ages, respectively.  Coupled with crystallization
ages of other metaigneous units in the eastern Blue Ridge of the southern Appalachians, these
new ages suggest relatively continuous tectonism in this part of the southern Appalachians from
the Ordovician through the Silurian.

 
Geologic Setting of the Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw Belt 

The AWEB of Alabama and Georgia (Fig. 4.2) consists of, in ascending stratigraphic order, the 
Ashland Supergroup, Wedowee Group and Emuckfaw Group. At its structural and stratigraphic 
base, rocks of the Ashland Supergroup consist primarily of metapelites with subordinate 
metagreywacke, quartzite, and minor (<7%) orthoamphibolite (Tull, 1978; Allison, 1992; Tull et 
al., 2007, 2014).  Orthoamphibolites in the Ashland Supergroup are interpreted as tholeiitic 
ocean-floor basalts and associated sills, while interstratified rhythmically bedded paragneiss 
sequences (i.e. metagraywacke) and calc-silicates typical of deep-water sediments suggest 
formation in a slope-rise setting along a rifted continental margin (Tull, 1978; Thomas et al., 
1980; Whittington, 1982; Stow et al., 1984; Drummond et al., 1988).  Orthoamphibolites near the 
base of the Ashland Supergroup have geochemical signatures typical of within-plate basalts 
(Tull et al., 2012; 2014; Barineau et al., 2015), while metasedimentary sequences yield TCHUR 
ages between 1055 and 964 Ma (Das, 2006) indicative of a Grenville source.  The geochemical 
and lithologic character of the Ashland Supergroup, coupled with its structural position atop 
Laurentian shelf rocks of the Talladega belt on its northwestern flank, strongly suggest it 
represents the Neoproterozoic-Early Paleozoic slope-rise which formed along the Iapetus-
facing, rifted margin of Laurentia. 

Structurally and stratigraphically overlying the Ashland Supergroup, metasedimentary rocks of 
the Wedowee Group and stratigraphically-structurally higher Emuckfaw Group are dominated by 
metapelites interlayered with subordinate, variably garnetiferous paragneiss (metagraywacke) 
and uncommon quartzite.  Near the stratigraphic top of the Wedowee Group, detrital zircon from 
a metasandstone unit yielded Mesoproterozoic (ca. 1012 Ma) and Middle Ordovician (ca. 460 
Ma) populations, suggesting a basin which sourced both Grenville basement and a proximal 
Ordovician volcanic terrane (Tull et al., 2014; Barineau et al., 2015).  Similarly, rocks of the 
overlying Emuckfaw Group also contained Ordovician (ca. 474 Ma) detrital zircons (Tull et al., 
2014; Barineau et al., 2015).  In addition to metasedimentary units, both the Wedowee and the 
Emuckfaw Group include thick, laterally continuous orthoamphibolite bodies, especially in the  

Figure 4.1 – Geologic map of the southern Appalachians showing major terranes and terrane bounding 
faults.  Early-Middle Ordovician Laurentian margin, back-arc basin outlined in gray.  From Tull et al., 2014. 
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Fig. 4.2 – Geologic map 
of the Ashland-
Wedowee-Emuckfaw 
belt and adjacent 
terranes. From Tull et 
al., 2014. 
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lower Emuckfaw Group, Josie Leg Formation (Tull et al., 2014; Barineau et al., 2015).  Along 
strike correlation of the Emuckfaw Group with the New Georgia Group in the eastern Blue Ridge 
of western Georgia, which includes abundant orthoamphibolite and less common silicic 
metavolcanic units, suggest formation of the upper Wedowee, Emuckfaw and New Georgia 
Groups in a basin receiving detritus from Grenville basement as well as Early-Middle Ordovician 
volcanics units.  Middle Ordovician granitic plutons intruding the Emuckfaw and New Georgia 
Groups, discussed herein, coupled with Early-Middle Ordovician detrital zircons from the 
Wedowee and Emuckfaw Groups constrain deposition of these units to latest Middle Ordovician 
(Fig. 4.3) (ca. 460 Ma, time scale of Cohen et al., 2013). 

Lithologic and stratigraphic similarities 
between rocks of the New Georgia 
Group and units within the Dahlonega 
gold belt (Fig. 4.2) have led numerous 
authors to correlate these sequences 
(McConnell and Abrams, 1984; German, 
1989; Holm, 2006; Holm-Denoma and 
Das, 2010; Tull et al., 2014), although 
recent work suggests rocks of the 
Dahlonega gold belt and New Georgia 
Group lie in separate thrust sheets 
across the Burnt Hickory Ridge fault 
(Barineau et al., 2015; Tull and Holm-
Denoma, 2015).  Rocks of the 
Dahlonega gold belt include the 482 ± 7 
Ma Sally Free Mafic Complex (Settles, 
2002; Bream, 2003) and 466.1 ± 5.2 
Ma/461.8 ± 3.3 Ma Pumpkinvine Creek 
Formation (Holm-Denoma and Das, 
2010).  Dahlonega gold belt units have 
been interpreted as having formed in an 
Early-Middle Ordovician back-arc setting 
(McConnell, 1980; McConnell and 
Abrams, 1984; Gillon, 1989; German, 
1989; Hopson, 1989; Spell and Norrell, 
1990; Thomas, 2001; Settles, 2002; 

Bream; 2003; Holm-Denoma, 2006; Holm-Denoma and Das, 2010; Tull et al., 2014), consistent 
with timing and tectonic constraints for deposition of the Wedowee, Emuckfaw and New Georgia 
Groups. Age, lithologic, and geochemical constraints for rocks of the Wedowee, Emuckfaw, 
New Georgia Groups and units in the Dahlonega gold belt indicate they formed in an Early-
Middle Ordovician back-arc basin on the Laurentian plate atop subducting Iapetus oceanic crust 
(WED basin of Tull et al., 2014).   

PLUTONIC ELEMENTS OF THE ASHLAND-WEDOWEE-EMUCKFAW BELT 

The AWEB in Alabama-Georgia was intruded by a number of pre-, syn-, and post-metamorphic 
granitoids attributed to Early Paleozoic/Taconic suprasubduction magmatism and/or 
Acadian/Neoacadian orogenesis, e.g., the Elkahatchee Quartz Diorite, Zana Granite, and 
Kowaliga Gneiss as well as the Rockford, Bluff Springs, Almond, and Blakes Ferry granitoids 
(Figs 4.2 and 4.4).  Peraluminous rocks of the Elkahatchee Quartz Diorite, Zana Granite and 
Kowaliga Gneiss represent trondjhemite-tonalite-granodiorite suites largely intruding the upper 

Figure 4.3 – Ordovician and Silurian time scale of Cohen et 
al., 2013 showing periods, epochs, stages and absolute 
ages at boundaries. 
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Ashland Supergroup and Wedowee Group (Elkahatchee), and Emuckfaw strata (Zana and 
Kowaliga) (Drummond et al., 1994; 1997; Holm-Denoma, 2006).  Zana and Kowaliga rocks 
have geochemical signatures indicative of mixed mantle-crustal sources with elevated initial Sr 

isotopic compositions (0.705-0.706; Russell et al., 
1987; Drummond et al., 1997; Holm-Denoma, 
2006).  Recent work (Ingram, 2012) on ca. 380-360 
Ma low Sr/Y granites and granodiorites (Rockford 
and Bluff Springs granitoids) suggest magma 
genesis associated with partial melting of continental 
crust at depths <35 km (garnet-free residua).  In 
contrast, younger (ca. 350-330 Ma) high Sr/Y 
tonalites and trondhjemites (Almond and Blakes 
Ferry granitoids) indicate a mixture of mantle and 
deep crustal sources based in part on the presence 
of Grenvillian xenocrystic zircons.  These plutons 
have been interpreted as a result of a potential slab 
breakoff or crustal delamination event associated 
with Acadian/Neoacadian orogenesis (Ingram, 
2012).  Virtually all of the aforementioned AWEB 
rocks, with the exception of the Blakes Ferry pluton, 
have been subjected to regional deformation and 
metamorphism at or prior to ca. 330 Ma (Steltenpohl 
et al., 2005; McClellan et al., 2007). In summary, 
plutonic components of the AWEB indicate 
emplacement of magma bodies ranging from 
suprasubduction affinity to mixed mantle-crustal 
sources between the time of Neoproterozoic rifting 
of Laurentia from the Rodinian supercontinent and 
metamorphism of AWEB sedimentary-volcanic-
plutonic components during the Middle 
Mississippian. 

In the southeastern-most portions of the AWEB, the 
Zana Granite and Kowaliga Gneiss (Bentley and 
Neathery, 1970; Bieler and Deininger, 1987; Holm-
Denoma, 2006) consist primarily of granite and 
granodioritic rocks intruding the Emuckfaw Group 
northwest of the Brevard fault zone and southeast of 
the Devonian-aged Elkahatchee batholith (Fig. 4.2). 
Map relationships indicate a predominantly sill-like 
character for both plutons, with igneous layering 
generally parallel to primary layering in 
metasedimentary and metavolcanic units of the 
Emuckfaw Group.  The Zana Granite is exposed in a 
series of predominantly northeast-southwest 
trending layers, ranging in thickness from a few 

hundred meters to as much as 2 km, often for distances in excess of 45 km.  Lithologies 
mapped as Zana Granite are diverse, ranging from alkali feldspar granite to tonalite in 
composition, although the pluton is dominated by granitic and granodioritic phases with variable 
muscovite-biotite composition.  Metamorphic fabrics in the Zana Granite are not always 
immediately evident in outcrop, however, thin-sections clearly display foliation of muscovite-

Figure 4.4 – Stratigraphic column for the 
Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt. 
Adapted from Barineau et al., 2015. 
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biotite in thin, discontinuous layers.  Bieler and Deininger (1987) proposed subdividing the Zana 
Granite into three dominant lithologies based on muscovite-biotite content: a muscovite-rich 
phase, biotite-rich phase and third phase with approximately subequal muscovite-biotite 
content.  Petrographic work is supportive of this subdivision, but field relationships indicate that 
individual plutons mapped as Zana Granite often contain more than one of these phases, and 
as such, subdividing the Zana in this manner is not necessarily useful for along-strike 
correlation. 

At the base of units mapped as Zana Granite, at or near the contact between the lower Josie 
Leg and Timbergut Formations of the Emuckfaw Group, a distinctive megacrystic orthogneiss 
forms a mappable unit >10 km along strike and ranging from 100 to 200 m in thickness.  This 
unit, defined here as the Coley Creek Orthogneiss, consists of distinctive white microcline 
phenocrysts, up to 10 cm in length, in a mm-scale matrix dominated by microcline and 
subordinate quartz, with lesser amounts (<30% total) of biotite and muscovite.  The Coley Creek 
Orthogneiss is well exposed along the shores of Lake Martin, AL, especially in and near its 
proposed type section, along Coley Creek at the western edge of Lake Martin, east of 
Alexander City, AL.  Rocks of the Coley Creek Orthogneiss are well foliated, especially along its 
intrusive margins with metasedimentary units of the Emuckfaw Group (e.g. muscovite-biotite 
schist and fine-grained biotite paragneiss), where hydrothermal alteration and shearing across 
the mechanical contrast of this boundary (i.e. micaceous metasedimentary rocks and coarse-
grained orthogneiss) have produced a pervasive mylonitic fabric.  We do not, however, interpret 
this mylonitic fabric as evidence of fault emplacement of the Coley Creek Orthogneiss since the 
pluton is bounded at its upper and lower boundary by rocks of the Emuckfaw Group, which can 
be mapped as coherent laterally extensive units far beyond the lateral termination of the Coley 
Creek body (Roop-Eckart and Barineau, 2015).  Petrographic analyses on samples of the Coley 
Creek Orthogneiss consistently identify it as an alkli feldspar granite or granite in composition.  
Bieler and Deininger (1987), as well as most workers in the AWEB, have historically mapped 
this megacrystic orthogneiss as part of the Zana Granite.  However, we suggest the Coley 
Creek should be considered a distinct pluton due to its conspicuous lithologic character and the 
fact that it can be mapped independently of the more ubiquitous granitic to granodioritic phases 
of the Zana Granite.  Isotopic analysis of the Coley Creek Orthogneiss, however, suggests it 
may have intruded the AWEB in the same general time frame as the Zana Granite (ca. 460 – 
450 Ma). 

In contrast to the diverse lithologies typically assigned to the Zana Granite, the Kowaliga Gneiss 
(or Kowaliga augen gneiss) is less lithologically diverse than the Zana Granite.  Consisting of 
large, up to 6 cm, pink to white-gray plagioclase and alkali feldspar phenocrysts, as well as finer 
grained quartz, layers separated by melanocratic, biotite-rich zones, pervasive ductile shearing 
of this pluton under amphibolite facies conditions has produced distinctive, sigmoidally-sheared 
feldspar augen through much of this batholith-scale pluton (Bieler and Deininger, 1987).  This 
characteristic augen fabric is an important indicator for distinguishing the Zana and Kowaliga 
plutons in the field, especially where the two bodies lie in proximity to one another on their 
southeastern and northwestern flanks, respectively.  Proximity of the Kowaliga Gneiss on its 
southeastern flank to the Brevard fault zone may account for this augen fabric, in contrast to the 
less deformed Zana Granite. Field mapping suggests at least some local interlayering of the two 
plutons. 

The age of Coley Creek Orthogneiss, Zana Granite and Kowaliga Gneiss is constrained by 
depositional and metamorphic ages of country rock units in the AWEB, as well as earlier and 
new isotopic ages presented herein.  Rocks of the upper Wedowee and Emuckfaw Groups were 
deposited during the Middle Ordovician based on the youngest detrital zircons (ca. 460 Ma) and 
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stratigraphic correlation with units in the Dahlonega gold belt; e.g. 466-461 Ma Pumpkinvine 
Creek Formation (Holm-Denoma and Das, 2010; Tull et al., 2014). Metamorphism of the AWEB 
is constrained by the age of the youngest pre- and post-kinematic plutons, as well as 
metamorphic cooling ages.  The youngest known pre- to syn-kinematic pluton in the AWEB is 
the Wedowee pluton near the town of Wedowee, Alabama.  Ingram (2012) assigned an error 
weighted average 206Pb/238U age of 334.6±3.2 Ma to the Wedowee pluton based on 9, mostly 
concordant zircon grains.  Zircon analyses on the post-metamorphic Blakes Ferry pluton from 
the same study (Ingram, 2012) yielded ages ranging from 326.4 Ma to 352.6 Ma, but not a 
single coherent crystallization age.  Seven analyses of monazite from the same sample, 
however, yielded an error-weighted average 206Pb/238U age of 345.9 ± 3.1Ma, which Ingram 
(2012) interpreted as the crystallization age of the Blakes Ferry pluton.  In light, however, of the 
ca. 335 Ma age for the pre-metamorphic Wedowee pluton and ca. 345 Ma age for the highly 
deformed Almond trondhjemite (Ingram, 2012), it is difficult to reconcile a ca. 346 Ma age for the 
post-kinematic Blakes Ferry pluton.  We suggest, therefore, that the ca. 346 Ma monazite ages 
assigned to the Blakes Ferry pluton do not represent the actual magmatic age, which must 
postdate the magmatic age of the ca. 335 Ma Wedowee pluton.  A crystallization age younger 
than ca. 335 Ma for the post-kinematic Blakes Ferry pluton is consistent with an 40Ar/39Ar 333.8 
± 1.7 Ma hornblende cooling age (Steltenpohl et al., 2005) from the Mitchell Dam Amphibolite in 
the Ashland Supergroup and suggests metamorphism of the AWEB during the Middle 
Mississippian (ca. 334 Ma).  Thus, crystallization of the pre-metamorphic Zana Granite and 
Kowaliga Gneiss is loosely constrained between Middle Ordovician and Middle Mississippian 
(460 – 334 Ma). 

Russell et al., (1987) assigned an age of 461±12 to the Zana and Kowaliga plutons based on 
the upper intercept age of four discordant zircon samples each from the Zana Granite and 
Kowaliga Gneiss and a single concordant point for the Kowaliga Gneiss, arguing that similarities 
between the 207Pb/206Pb, 207Pb/235U, and 206Pb/238U ages for the concordant sample (459±18 Ma, 
462±4 Ma, and 463±3 Ma, respectively) closely constrained the age.  Attempts by Russell et al. 
(1987) to date the Kowaliga Gneiss and Zana Granite via whole rock Rb-Sr analysis did not 
yield precise results, but were consistent with the zircon results within a large analytical 
uncertainty (± 100 m.y.).  Analysis of 7 samples from the Zana Granite and 4 samples of the 
Kowaliga Gneiss indicate that, like initial work on the Elkahatchee Quartz Diorite (Russell et  al., 
1987; Tull et al., 2009; Barineau et al., 2015), multi-grain and whole rock analyses of the Zana 
and Kowaliga were likely complicated by Pb-loss, xenocrystic components, and/or higher 
uranium content in zircon overgrowths.  LA-ICP-MS analysis of single zircon grains from both 
units indicate crystallization of the Zana Granite between 460 and 450 Ma, and crystallization of 
the Kowaliga Gneiss between 430 and 425 Ma. 

TECTONIC IMPLICATIONS 

The southern Appalachian Taconic orogeny has traditionally been attributed to subduction of the 
Iapetus-facing Laurentian continental margin beneath an island or peri-Laurentian arc terrane 
during the Ordovician (Chapple, 1973; Robinson and Hall, 1980; Rowley and Kidd, 1981; 
Shanmugam and Lash, 1982; Stanley and Ratcliffe, 1985; Hatcher, 1987, 2005; Drake et 
al.,1989; Karabinos et al., 1998; Zagorevski et al., 2006; van Staal et al., 2007; Hatcher et al., 
2007; McClellan et al., 2007).  However, recent work in the AWEB of Alabama and Georgia, as 
well as the Dahlonega gold belt of Georgia and North Carolina, has shown that Early-Middle 
Ordovician metavolcanic and metasedimentary sequences traditionally assigned to an obducted 
arc terrane have Laurentian plate affinities, formed in proximity to the Laurentian margin, and 
originated in a back-arc setting (Tull et al., 2007, 2014; Holm-Denoma and Das, 2010; Barineau 
et al., 2015).  Evidence for this 480 – 460 Ma, Laurentian plate, WED back-arc basin (Fig. 4.1) 
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include: 1) Early-Middle Ordovician bimodal metavolcanic sequences which display 
geochemical trends typical of back-arc basin basalt and also demonstrate inheritance of 
Grenville-aged crust (e.g. xenocrystic components, Nd depleted-mantle model ages, Hf isotopic 
compositions); 2) incorporation of both Grenville and Taconic-aged detrital zircons in Middle 
Ordovician metasedimentary units which lie stratigraphically above Neoproterozoic rift-related 
strata of the Laurentian margin (e.g. Ashland Supergroup, Wedowee and Emuckfaw Groups); 3) 
tectonic emplacement of Early-Middle Ordovician back-arc (not arc) sequences atop rocks of 
the Laurentian margin without an intervening arc, forearc or accretionary prism; 4) structural 
constraints indicating palinspastic proximity of back-arc and Laurentian margin units during their 
formation (e.g. Hillabee Greenstone); and 5) southern Appalachian, Taconic-aged orogenic 
features more consistent with accretionary orogenesis above a B-type subduction zone than 
collisional orogenesis associated with A-type subduction of continental crust. 

Intrusive ages of 460-450 Ma for the Zana Granite are consistent with the southern Appalachian 
Taconic orogeny and accretionary orogenesis on the Laurentian margin within the WED back-
arc basin (Tull et al., 2014; Barineau et al., 2015).  Silicic magmatism is common in 
continentally-influenced back-arc settings (e.g. Lachlan orogen of southeastern Australia; 
Collins, 2002; Collins and Richards, 2008).  Southern Appalachian magmatism within this time 
interval (Middle to Late Ordovician) coincides with the end of bimodal back-arc volcanism (e.g. 
Pumpkinvine Creek Formation) in the WED basin and is similar in age to other granitoids 
intruding the AWEB, including the 463 ± 4 Ma Acworth Gneiss (Holm-Denoma, 2014 personal 
communication; Barineau et al., 2015) and 458 ± 3 Ma Villa Rica Gneiss (Thomas, 2001). 

Crystallization ages of ca. 430-425 Ma for the Kowaliga Gneiss, however, are more enigmatic 
than the well-established Ordovician-aged igneous activity in the southern Appalachians.  
Silurian magmatism and tectonic activity (Fig. 4.5) is not well documented in the southern 
Appalachians, especially in the composite eastern Blue Ridge terrane.  Only a small number of 
latest Ordovician to Silurian plutons have been identified in the southern Appalachian Blue 
Ridge/western Inner Piedmont to date: the 443 ± 6 Ma Sand Hill pluton in the AWEB of Georgia 
(Holm-Denoma, 2014 personal communication; Barineau et al., 2015), the 444 ± 11 Ma 
Kennesaw granitoid of the western Inner Piedmont in Georgia (Bream, 2003), the 440 ± 7 Ma 
Farmville Metagranite in the Opelika Complex of Alabama (Hawkins et al., 2013), and the 447.6 
± 5.4 Ma Henderson Gneiss in the Inner Piedmont (eastern Tugaloo terrane of Hatcher et al., 
2007) of North Carolina (Moecher et al., 2011).  The western Inner Piedmont Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite, interpreted as bimodal, back-arc metavolcanic suite, yielded two different U-Pb 
zircon ages, 459 ± 4 Ma and 445 ± 4 Ma, in two data subsets (Bream, 2003), similar in age to 
other latest Ordovican plutons.  430-425 Ma ages on the Kowaliga Gneiss in the AWEB would 
make it one of the youngest Silurian plutons in the southern Appalachian Blue Ridge.   

Relationships between the AWEB and Tugaloo terrane of the composite eastern Blue Ridge, 
separated by the Chattahoochee fault in Georgia (Figs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.5), have not been 
conclusively resolved.  However, a number of geologic constraints suggest they may share a 
similar tectonic history.  East of the Brevard fault zone, the eastern Tugaloo terrane (Hatcher et 
al., 2007) consists of the basal Tallulah Falls Formation (Fig. 4.5) overlain by the Chauga River 
and Poor Mountain Formations.  Rocks of the Chauga River and Poor Mountain Formations are 
not recognized west of the Brevard fault zone (western Tugaloo terrane), but numerous workers 
correlate underlying metagraywacke, amphibolite and aluminous schist sequences across the 
Brevard fault zone, assigning them to the Tallulah Falls Formation (Bream, 2003; Bream et al., 
2004; Hatcher et al., 2007; Merschat et al., 2010).  Rocks of the Tallulah Falls Formation have 
been historically interpreted as distal Laurentian margin deposits which formed on 
Neoproterozoic-early Paleozoic oceanic crust (Hatcher et al., 2007) and contain detrital zircons 
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of predominantly Grenville-age, clustering between 900 Ma and 1500 Ma (Bream et al., 2004; 
Merschat et al., 2010). Grenville-aged basement rocks (e.g. Toxaway and Tallulah Falls Domes) 
are recognized from the western Tugaloo terrane, supporting models for deposition of the 
Tallulah Falls Formation on attenuated Laurentian crust. 

Rocks of the Tallulah Falls Formation (eastern Blue Ridge and western Inner Piedmont) have 
been correlated with both the Ashe Formation (Hatcher, 1971; Hatcher et al., 2007) and 
stratigraphic units within the Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt.  Both Hatcher et al. (2007) and 
Merschat et al. (2010) have suggested correlation of the Wedowee and/or Emuckfaw Groups 
with the Tallulah Falls-Ashe Formation, while Huebner (2013), suggested correlation with the 
Ashland Supergroup.  Correlation of stratigraphy across terrane bounding faults is problematic, 

Figure 4.5 – Geologic map of the southern Appalachians showing major terranes, bounding faults and 
plutonic ages.  Tallulah Falls Formation rocks of the western and eastern Tugaloo terrane are shown 
for reference.   Adapted from Hatcher et al., 2007. 
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but a number of characteristics suggest that portions of the Tallulah Falls Formation in the 
Tugaloo terrane (eastern Blue Ridge and western Inner Piedmont) may be the equivalent of 
stratigraphy within the WED basin (Figs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.5). First, rocks of the Tallulah Falls 
Formation and Emuckfaw Group consist of interlayered sequences of metagraywacke, 
aluminous schist, and lesser amphibolite.  Metasedimentary rocks from both sequences contain 
Grenville-aged detrital zircons, although rocks of the Emuckfaw Group include, additionally, 
Ordovician detrital zircons (Merschat et al., 2010; Tull et al., 2014).  Both sequences, 
additionally, have been intruded by Ordovician plutons.  Finally, both sequences have been 
interpreted as Laurentian margin deposits.  Rocks of the Tallulah Falls Formation, however, lack 
the tight age constraints of Emuckfaw Group units.  Detrital zircons and intrusive relationships 
restrict formation of the Emuckfaw Group to Middle Ordovician (Tull et al., 2014).  Tallulah Falls 
Formation sequences, however, are only broadly constrained by Grenville-aged detrital zircons 
in metagraywackes and cross-cutting Middle Ordovician plutons (e.g. ca. 466 Ma Whiteside; 
Miller et al., 1998) as well as the stratigraphically overlying ca. 460-445 Ma Poor Mountain 
Formation (Bream, 2003).  Rocks of the Tallulah Falls Formation have been traditionally 
interpreted as distal Laurentian margin deposits which formed on highly attenuated continental, 
transitional or oceanic crust (Hatcher et al., 2007), but it is also possible that these sequences, 
like those of the WED basin (Tull et al., 2014; Barineau et al., 2015), were deposited in a 
Laurentian plate back-arc basin. 

If rocks of the Tallulah Falls Formation are correlative with units of the WED basin, this would 
suggest that both the eastern and western Tugaloo terranes (eastern Blue Ridge and western 
Inner Piedmont, respectively) formed outboard of Ordovician back-arc units of the Ashland-
Wedowee-Emuckfaw and Dahlonega gold belts (WED basin).  Two observations are consistent 
with this interpretation.  First, recent radiometric age analyses indicate a latest Cambrian/Early 
to Middle Ordovician age for metaigneous rocks of the Dadeville Complex.  U-Pb analyses of 
zircon from units of the Ropes Creek Amphibolite and Waresville Formation indicate 
crystallization ages of ca. 493 Ma and ca. 477 Ma, respectively (VanDerVoort et al., 2015), 
while zircon ages from the Camp Hill batholith indicate an intrusive age of ca. 460 Ma (Farris et 
al., 2015).  The age and geochemical character of the Dadeville Complex suggest it is an Early-
Middle Ordovician arc complex (e.g. Taconic arc) which was emplaced atop the Tugaloo terrane 
during Alleghanian thrusting.  This suggests a palinspastic position outboard of the Laurentian 
continental margin and WED back-arc basin (Barineau et al., 2015; Farris et al., 2015).  As 
such, Dadeville Complex arc units could have three potential palinspastic positions: origination 
as an intraoceanic (Iapetus) arc, origination as a peri-Gondwanan or Gondwanan arc, 
origination as a Laurentian plate arc.  The first scenario, origination as an intra-oceanic arc, is 
unlikely as detrital zircons in the Agricola schist, which overlays voluminous mafic volcanics of 
the Ropes Creek amphibolite, include Grenville zircons, suggesting interaction with Laurentian 
basement.  Similarly, this makes origination in a peri-Gondwanan or Gondwanan arc unlikely.  
Of some significance, however, is that the Dadeville Complex is correct age, has the correct 
geochemical character, and occupies the predicted position of a volcanic arc paired with the 
WED back-arc basin.  In this scenario, the Dadeville Complex would represent the Taconic arc 
sensu stricto as part of the same suprasubduction system in which the WED basin formed.  In 

this interpretation, the Inner Piedmont Tugaloo terrane occupies an intermediate position 
between the WED back-arc and the Dadeville Complex arc.  The age of the Poor Mountain 
Formation (Middle-Late Ordovician), the lithologic character of the Tallulah Falls Formation 
(intercalated metagraywacke, metapelite, and amphibolite), and the interpreted tectonic setting 
for both (Ordovician back-arc sequence stratigraphically atop older Laurentian distal margin 
sequences), is nearly identical to that of the WED back-arc basin (Tull et al., 2014; Barineau et 
al., 2015).  Furthermore, the more outboard position of the Tugaloo terrane can be explained by 
typical orogenic processes in a back-arc setting.  In accretionary orogens, those forming on the 
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overriding plate of a subduction zone, alternating extension and contraction phases results in a 
general migration of the locus of back-arc spreading towards the trench (Collins, 2002; Gray 
and Foster, 2004).  Eruption of volcanic sequences in the Poor Mountain Formation of the more 
easterly Tugaloo terrane is consistent with trenchward migration of the locus of back-arc 
volcanism. 

In the scenario outlined above, magmatism within the WED back-arc basin originates during 
extension and contraction phases, similar to magmatism in the Lachlan accretionary orogen 
(Gray and Foster, 2004).  Eruption of Poor Mountain Formation volcanics at ca. 445 Ma 
suggests a continuation of bimodal magmatism up to the Ordovician-Silurian boundary.  
Igneous activity of this age is, however, not constrained to the Poor Mountain Formation, but 
includes the 443 ± 6 Ma Sand Hill pluton in the AWEB of Georgia (Holm-Denoma, 2014 
personal communication; Barineau et al., 2015), the 444 ± 11 Ma Kennesaw granitoid of the 
western Inner Piedmont in Georgia (Bream, 2003), the 440 ± 7 Ma Farmville Metagranite in the 
Opelika Complex of Alabama (Hawkins et al., 2013), and the 447.6 ± 5.4 Ma Henderson Gneiss 
in the Inner Piedmont (eastern Tugaloo terrane of Hatcher et al., 2007) of North Carolina 
(Moecher et al., 2011).  Intrusion of the Kowaliga Gneiss extends igneous activity through ca. 
430 Ma and suggests relatively continuous igneous activity in the WED back-arc basin over an 
interval of >50 m.y. (ca. 480 Ma to 425 Ma).  The protracted nature of bimodal and silicic 
igneous activity in the eastern Blue Ridge (Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt, Dahlonega gold 
belt, western Tugaloo terrane) and western Inner Piedmont (eastern Tugaloo terrane) is highly 
characteristic of an accretionary orogen and suggests WED back-arc basin activity continued 
from Early Ordovician through the Silurian. 

SUMMARY 

The Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt of eastern central Alabama and northwestern Georgia 
includes rocks which formed along the rifting and drifting margin of Laurentian during the 
Neoproterozoic breakup of Rodinia and formation of Iapetus (Fig. 4.6).  Following this ca. 570 
Ma rifting event, subduction initiation along the Alabama promontory resulted in development of 
a ca. 500 Ma convergent margin, with B-type subduction of oceanic crust beneath the 
Laurentian plate.  By ca. 480 Ma, back-arc volcanism and sedimentation in the Wedowee-
Emuckfaw-Dahlonega basin and Dadeville arc was fully developed (Fig. 4.7), with back-arc 
sequences forming atop the older rift-drift sequences of the Ashland Supergroup.  Back-arc 
extension through 460 Ma was followed by a brief contractional phase, during which time 
magmatic activity led to intrusion of the Zana Granite.  By ca. 445 Ma (latest Ordovician), 
resumption of back-arc volcanism resulted in eruption of bimodal volcanics of the Poor Mountain 

Figure 4.6 – Tectonic reconstruction of the earliest Cambrian margin of Laurentia following the breakup of 
Rodinia.  Rocks of the Ashland Supergroup were deposited outboard of the Laurentian continental hinge 
zone on attenuated continental crust, transition or oceanic crust. 
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Formation atop older stratigraphy of the Tallulah Falls Formation in the Inner Piedmont (eastern 
Tugaloo terrane).  Latest Ordovician volcanism of the Poor Mountain Formation may have 
signaled an extensional phase in the back-arc system.  If so, intrusion of the Kowaliga Gneiss at 
ca. 430 may indicate a new contractional phase in the back-arc system, similar to that noted for 
the ca. 460 Ma Zana Granite, and typical of accretionary orogens.  
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GEOLOGY OF THE COASTAL PLAIN UNCONFORMITY 
WESTERN GEORGIA-EASTERN ALABAMA 

FIELD TRIP ROAD LOG 

November 7th, 2015 

We will depart at 7:30am Eastern Time, Saturday, November 7th from the parking lot (Lot 9) of 
the Columbus State University Police Department, near the intersection of College Drive and 
East Lindsay Drive (Fig 5.1).  We should return to this same location between 8:00pm and 
9:00pm on the same day. 

Figure 5.1 – Map of main Columbus State University main campus.  The field trip will depart at 7:30am from 
Lot 9 at the CSU Police Station. 

The trace of the Coastal Plain unconformity runs through CSU’s main campus and separates 
Coastal Plain units of the Tuscaloosa Formation from underlying units of the Phenix City gneiss 
in the Uchee belt.  On the CSU main campus, amphibolite of the Phenix City gneiss is exposed 
in the bottom of Lindsay Creek (Fig. 5.1), while the highest elevations on campus are underlain 
by fluvial kaolinitic sands and gravels of the Tuscaloosa Formation.  Between these two units, a 
paleosol 20-30 feet in thickness sits immediately below the Coastal Plain unconformity. In many 
cases, these units are covered with fill from campus construction projects or quaternary 
alluvium.  Our first stop will take us to the northeastern corner of campus, where will examine an 
outcrop of the Tuscaloosa Formation palesol immediately below Tuscaloosa Formation sands. 
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 From Lot 9 on CSU’s main campus (CSU Police Station), turn right (north) on E. Lindsay

Drive towards Warm Springs Rd.  After ~0.4 miles, turn right (east) on Warm Springs Rd.

 Stay on Warm Springs Rd. for ~0.6 miles.  Turn right into a gravel parking lot on the right

(south) side of Warm Springs Rd./Gentian Blvd., immediately past its intersection with

University Ave.  Park at the far end of the lot and walk down to the sidewalk on

University Ave.

On the east side of University Ave., between Warm Springs Rd./Gentian Blvd. and CSU’s main 

entrance at the top of the hill, paleosol and sedimentary units of the Tuscaloosa Formation are 

exposed in the hillside (Fig. 5.2).  The trace of the coastal plain unconformity crosses beneath 

University Ave. at an elevation of ~350 feet above sea level. 

STOP 1 - Latitude 

Tuscaloosa Formation and Coastal Plain unconformity (~30 minutes) 

Figure 5.2 – Google Earth map showing the locations of Uchee belt crystalline rock (Phenix City gneiss), 
paleosol and fluvial sediment of the Tuscaloosa Formation. 

At Stop 1, the Tuscaloosa Formation consists of a basal paleosol and overlying kaolinitic sands.  

The paleosol is exposed on the east side of the sidewalk, immediately below a gravel parking lot 

accessed from Gentian Blvd. (Fig. 5.2) At this location, the paleosol is well indurated and 

consists primarily of mottled reddish-orange, silty to sandy clay.  The presence of pedotubules, 

glaebules and other pedogenic features suggest its origin as a soil horizon (Sigleo and 

Reinhardt, 1988).  Although similar features can be identified in modern soils in the region, at 

this location and others along the trace of the Coastal Plain unconformity, this soil horizon is 

covered by fluvial deposits of the Tuscaloosa Formation, constraining the age of the soil to Late 
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Cretaceous (Cenomanian) or older.  Crystalline units of the Phenix City gneiss at an elevation of 

~320 feet above sea level are exposed ~950 feet north east of this location in the bottom of 

Lindsay Creek, where the stream runs parallel to Manchester Expressway on the south side of 

Peachtree Mall.  The location of crystalline basement beneath the paleosol is consistent with 

core samples taken on CSU’s main campus during site preparation for the Student Recreation 

Center.  A series of 8 soil cores from that location indicated a thickness of 20-30 feet for the 

paleosol above basement units. 

Figure 5.3 - Paleogeographic reconstruction North America immediately prior to deposition of Tuscaloosa 
Formation sediment, ca.105 Ma (Blakey, 2013).  The Upper Cretaceous coast lay immediately south of 
Columbus, GA, with drainage systems from the Blue Ridge of north GA depositing sediment above residual 
soils built atop crystalline units of the Uchee belt. 

During the Late Cretaceous (Fig. 5.3), the Gulf-Atlantic coast lay much farther inland than it 

does today.  Although fluvial in nature in the Lower Chattahoochee River valley, sediment of the 

Tuscaloosa Formation to the south of Columbus, GA is mainly marine and suggests the coast 

lay immediately south of this location.  The Columbus, GA area lay between 25° and 30° latitude 

North (similar to south Florida), and thus likely experienced significant rainfall under subtropical 

conditions.   Paleosols of the Tuscaloosa Formation have characteristics of soils which form 

under warm, humid conditions (oxisols) in the presence of abundant vegetation, with 

pedotubules interpreted as root casts. The mineralogy of these soils include kaolinite, goethite, 

quartz, and hematite, especially as iron-rich pisolith concretions (Sigleo and Reinhardt, 1988). 

Although the Coastal Plain unconformity is considered to be the boundary between crystalline 

basement rocks and Upper Cretaceous sedimentary sequences, here the unconformity lies 
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within the Tuscaloosa Group, between the paleosol and fluvial sequences, instead of between 

the Tuscaloosa Formation and crystalline basement rocks, where geologists traditionally place 

the unconformity.  In other locations, pisoliths and gneiss cobbles-pebbles have been observed 

as clasts within Tuscaloosa sands, suggesting these Upper Cretaceous fluvial systems were 

eroding into the underlying soil and bedrock.  The paleosol, therefore, must predate fluvial 

sediment of the Tuscaloosa Formation, making the paleosol the Upper Cretaceous surface prior 

to deposition of Coastal Plain units.  Further up the hill along the sidewalk, kaolinitic sands with 

variable gravel and mica content lie beneath a thin veneer of modern soil.  As with almost all 

locations along the Coastal Plain unconformity, the contact between the paleosol and 

sedimentary units is covered here. 

 Return to vans.  Exit parking lot and turn right (east) on Gentian Blvd. After ~0.4 miles,

turn left on Reese Rd.

 After ~0.1 mile, turn right on Manchester Expressway (Alt 27 North).

 After ~1.0 miles, exit right at Warm Spring Rd. At the bottom of the exit ramp, turn left

(north) on Warm Springs Rd. (Connector).

 Stay on Warm Springs Rd. for ~2.1 miles.  Stop 2 will be on the left side of Warm

Springs Rd. in a hillside outcrop between Cove Creek Ct. and Clearwater Dr., ~400 feet

northeast of the powerline cut across Warm Springs Rd.  We will park on the right side of

Warm Springs Rd.

Caution!  This outcrop is immediately adjacent to Warm Springs Rd.  Please be cautious 

of traffic as you walk along the ditch adjacent to the outcrop. 

STOP 2 

Paleochannel in the Coastal Plain Unconformity (~30 minutes) 

At this location (Fig. 5.4), a paleochannel 100-150 feet wide can be identified in the hillside.  On 

both the northeast and southwest sides of the exposure, saprolitic bedrock gives way to sand 

deposits of the Tuscaloosa Formation, which makes up most of the exposure.  The saprolitic 

bedrock on the left and right side of the sand deposit can be identified by its significant mica 

content and remnant foliation.  The depth of the paleochannel cannot be easily determined from 

this location.  However, in the ditch on the opposite side of the road, highly weathered gneiss is 

exposed just below the level of the road, suggesting the sand deposits make up less than 10 

feet of vertical section. 
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The presence of localized relief on the Coastal Plain unconformity here and in other areas in the 

Lower Chattahoochee River Valley led to regional analysis of the unconformity in 2013 and 

2014 (Black et al., this guidebook), which revealed the presence of large paleochannels on the 

unconformity east of the Chattahoochee River.  The paleochannel exposed here (Fig. 5.5) lies 

immediately west of one of these Upper Cretaceous paleochannels, suggesting it may have 

been a tributary flowing southeast towards a larger stream in the drainage basin.  Sand deposits 

of the Tuscaloosa Formation in the region are characterized by fine to very coarse,  

cross-bedded arkosic sands (Frazier, 1987).  Lensoid deposits, fining upward sequences and 

trough cross-bedding in the Tuscaloosa are suggestive of braided stream deposits.  The 

presence of gneiss pebbles and cobbles in Tuscaloosa fluvial deposits also attests to the 

competence of these streams as they flowed from Upper Cretaceous highlands to the coast.  

Gradients in these paleochannels are as high as 50 feet per mile – consistent with modern 

braided stream systems. At this location, erosion of the Coastal Plain unconformity during the 

Late Cretaceous has removed all evidence for the palesol, which presumably had formed on the 

crystalline basement. 

Interestingly, sedimentary units of the younger Eutaw Formation (Upper Cretaceous; Santonian-

Campanian) suggest a paleodrainage system feeding a coastal estuary in this same region, 

immediately west of the paleovalleys identified in the Coastal Plain unconformity.  We suggest 

that these two systems are, in reality, a migrating system of channels in a single paleodrainage 

system originating from remnant highlands north of the Fall Line.  Mineralogical analysis of 

sedimentary units from the Eutaw Formation between western Georgia and central Alabama 

indicates a paleodivide separating Upper Cretaceous drainage systems sourcing distinct 

Figure 5.4 – Google Earth map showing the location of Stop 2. 
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terranes in the Appalachians north of this area.  The collective dataset indicates that this Upper 

Cretaceous paleodrainage system west of the Chattahoochee River may have persisted from 

Cenomanian to Campanian times, as much as 28 m.y. (Black et al., 2014; Black et al., this 

guidebook).  Although speculative, it is possible that this system was the forerunner to the 

modern Chattahoochee River drainage basin, which currently lies in the western portion of the 

Upper Cretaceous paleodrainage system.  However, a systematic analysis of Cenozoic coastal 

plain stratigraphic units would be needed to resolve this question. 

Figure 5.5 – Google Earth map showing Stops 1 and 2 relative to paleochannels (contour lines at 50 ft 
intervals) on the Coastal Plain unconformity.  The paleochannel exposed at Stop 2 may have been a smaller 
tributary to the larger channel to the west. 

 Turn around and drive southwest on Warm Springs Rd.  After 0.5 miles, turn right (north)

on Schomburg Rd.

 After 1.4 miles exit left onto US Highway 80 West.

 Follow US 80 for 6.3 miles and exit right at GA Hwy 22/Hwy 85 towards downtown

Columbus, GA (south).

 Stay on GA 22 (2nd Avenue) for 3.3 miles.  In downtown Columbus, turn right on 13th

Street towards Phenix City, AL.

 After 0.5 miles – crossing over the Chattahoochee River into Phenix City, AL in the

process – turn left into the first parking lot (Chattahoochee Brewing Co.).

 We will park on the left and walk down to the western bank of the Chattahoochee River.

STOP 3 

Phenix City Gneiss and the Columbus Urban Whitewater Course (~45 minutes) 
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We are visiting the site of the Eagle and Phenix dam on the Alabama side of the Chattahoochee 

River (Fig. 5.6). Access to the site is possible from either the amphitheater parking lot at the 

Dillingham Street Bridge or from the parking lot off 13th Street at the 13th Street Bridge (it is the 

same street in both Phenix City and Columbus). From the 13th Street parking lot, take the 

gravel road beneath the Phenix City Riverwalk down to the river. The remains of the Eagle and 

Phenix dam are on your left. Across the river are the old powerhouse, the remains of the E&P 

dam and the old mill building that has been converted to condominiums. Upstream are the 14th 

Street pedestrian bridge and the modern TSYS campus. Downstream from the condos are a 

parking garage and the Synovus Riverside campus. 

Figure 5.6 – Google Earth map showing the location of Stop 3 along the west bank of the Chattahoochee 
River, overlooking the last major rapids in Columbus’ urban whitewater course.  During maximum release of 
water from the Lake Oliver dam, these rapids (Cut Bait and Georgia Channel) are class IV+ and higher. 

At this location, crystalline rocks of the Phenix City Gneiss are exposed in the channel and 

along the banks of the Chattahoochee River.  Removal of historic dams (see Hanley and 

Kinner, this guidebook) upstream of this stop has partially restored the river to its natural state.   

Geoengineering of the river channel enhanced a series of class II-IV+ natural rapids along a 2.5 

mile stretch of the river, making this the longest urban whitewater course in the world.  

Engineers faced a number of challenges on the project related to natural fractures in the 

crystalline bedrock and a highly weathered quartz-calcite vein uncovered during excavation of 

the channel.  Material extracted during channel excavation was utilized to shape the hydraulic 

character of the whitewater course. 

At this location, primary layering (S0) in amphibolites of the Phenix City gneiss are generally 

coplanar with the dominant foliation (S1), which strike approximately NE and have near-vertical 
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dips.  Cutting across this earlier fabric are younger, shallowly dipping displacement faults with 

minor offset.  These localized faults are generally parallel with the axial plane and/or fold limbs 

of isoclinal to tight folds affecting the S0-S1 surfaces.  Jointing in these crystalline rocks 

predominantly strike NW.  The trace of the Fall Line crosses the river ~0.5 miles south of this 

location, immediately south of the Dillingham St. Bridge and north of the railroad trestle, which 

we will not visit. 

 Return to vans. From the parking lot, turn right (east) onto 13th St. and drive 0.7 miles to

its intersection with Veterans Pkwy.  Turn left (north) on Veterans Pkwy/Hwy 1.

 Drive north on Veterans Pkwy/Hwy 1 for 2.8 miles.  At its intersection with Manchester

Expressway/US Hwy Alt-27, turn right (east).

 Follow Manchester Expressway/US Hwy Alt-27 for 20.5 miles to Waverly Hall, GA.  In

Waverly Hall, GA, turn right (east) on GA Hwy 208.

 Drive east on GA Hwy 208 for 1.9 miles.  Turn left onto GA Hwy 36 East.

 Follow GA Hwy 36 East for 10.3 miles to its intersection with GA Hwy 41 South.  Turn

right on GA Hwy 41 South.

 Drive south on GA Hwy 41 South for ~1.0 miles.  Park on the left (east) side of the

highway where the railway can be seen

This outcrop is adjacent to GA Hwy 41 South, which has both automobile and semi-trailer 

truck traffic.  Please be cautious of traffic at this outcrop as it is on a curve. 

STOP 4 

Mesozoic Diabase Dike (~30 minutes) 

At stop 4 we will examine a roadside outcrop of diabase (Fig. 5.7) termed the Talbotton diabase 

dike (Milla and Ragland, 1992).  On the west side of Hwy 41 South, a saprolitic diabase dike 

runs approximately parallel to the highway.  Isolated boulders and small outcrops of 

unweathered diabase can be found loose on the roadside or embedded in the deep red soil at 

this location.  Warning!  These rocks tend to shatter when struck with a rock hammer.  Eye 

protection is strongly advised. Similar, near vertical dikes striking approximately north-south can 

be found throughout the region.  This and other diabase dikes in the southern Appalachians can 

be mapped from near the trace of the Coastal Plain unconformity (~10 miles south of this 

location) northward, where they cut across multiple terranes and terrane bounding faults.  

Interpreted as the youngest igneous rocks in the region, they are generally attributed to 

magmatism associated with Mesozoic rifting of Pangea during formation of the Central Atlantic 

Magmatic Province (CAMP) and South Georgia Rift basin (ca. 200 – 170 Ma). 

These dikes are typically dominated by sub-millimeter clinopyroxene and calcic-plagioclase with 

minor Fe-Ti oxides.  Plagioclase phenocrysts are sometimes present, as well as minor quartz-

alkali feldspar intergranular growths (granophyric texture).  Plagioclase compositions range from 

An40 to An50, while clinopyroxenes phases are predominantly augite and pigeonite.  The 

geochemical character of the Talbotton diabase dikes suggests they did not source a primitive 

mantle melt.  Instead, their generally flat trace element (REE) patterns and negative Eu anomaly 
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suggest they may have originated from a magma which evolved during extensive plagioclase 

fractionation from the parent melt (Milla and Ragland, 1992).  The source of these diabase dikes 

is not exposed at the current erosional level. 

Figure 5.7 – Google Earth map showing stop 4 and the location of a Mesozoic-aged diabase dike associated 
with breakup of Pangea. 

 From stop 4, turn around and drive north on GA Hwy 41 South toward Manchester, GA.

After 8.7 miles, turn left (west) on GA Hwy 190 West.

 Continue 8.0 miles on GA Hwy 190 West.  Turn left (south) at the turn-off for Dowdell

Knob in FDR State Park.  Follow Dowdell Knob Rd 1.3 miles to the parking area.

Stop 5 is within the boundaries of FDR State Park.  Park regulations prohibit use of rock 

hammers on outcrops. 

STOP 5 

Hollis Quartzite at Dowdell’s Knob, FDR State Park (~30 minutes) 

Dowdell’s Knob (Fig. 5.8) was one of Franklin Delanor Roosevelt’s favorite areas in what is now 

FDR State Park.  The 32nd president of the U.S., Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR) made frequent 

trips to nearby Warm Springs, GA as treatment for the polio-induced paralysis he suffered from 

throughout his adult life.  FDR frequently visited Dowdell’s Knob with friends, and a grill used 

during those visits still remains on the site.  In 2007, at bronze statue of FDR was placed atop 

Dowdell’s Knob in commemoration of the 62nd anniversary of his death. 
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Figure 5.8 – Topographic map of a portion of FDR State Park, showing the location of Dowdell’s Knob and 
field trip stop 5.  The prominent ridge of Pine Mountain is the result of differential weathering of the resistant 
Hollis Quartzite and less resistant Halawaka-Sparks Schist to the south. 

Below the summit of Dowdell’s Knob, small outcrops and large, out of place boulders of the 

Hollis Quartzite can be found on the southern slopes of the Pine Mountain ridge (Fig. 5.8).  Less 

resistant rocks of the underlying Halawaka-Sparks Schist make up the valley to the south.  Both 

bedding and foliation in the quartzite layers dip to the south-southeast.  Stratigraphy of the Pine 

Mountain Group has been folded into a large (>50 miles in length) structural dome, with the 

Hollis Quartzite exposed in two northeast-southwest trending ridges across an intervening 

valley. 

The Hollis Quartzite consists predominantly of massively bedded metasandstone in which relict 

quartz sand grains can be occasionally observed.  Less common quartzose mica schist, arkosic 

quartzite, and metaconglomerate may also be found at other locations within the Pine Mountain 

belt.  No fossils have been recognized from units of the Pine Mountain Group (in ascending 

order: Halawaka-Sparks Schist, Hollis Quartzite, Chewacla Marble, and Manchester Schist), but 

its location and similarities in lithostratigraphic character have caused a number of workers to 

associate the Hollis Quartzite with the Early Cambrian drift-related Chilhowee Group of the 

Appalachian foreland. 

Unlike other southern Appalachian terranes, the Pine Mountain belt (or Pine Mountain window) 

has been interpreted by a number of workers as lying below the decollement (master 

detachment) which transported metamorphic allochthons to the west-northwest during 

Alleghanian telescoping of the North American margin (see Barineau, this guidebook).  In this 

interpretation, metamorphic terranes of the southern Appalachians northwest of this location 
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(e.g. Dadeville Complex, Opelika Complex, Ashland-Wedowee-Emuckfaw belt, Talladega belt) 

must be restored to a position southeast of this location. 

 

Following completion of this field trip stop, we will have lunch in FDR State Park. 

 Return to GA Hwy 190 West and turn left (west).  Continue on GA Hwy 190 West for 5.3

miles.  Turn right towards GA Hwy 354 West.  At the stop sign, turn left (north) on GA

Hwy 354 West.

 Continue on GA Hwy 354 West for 3.7 miles where the road becomes GA Hwy 18 West.

Continue on GA Hwy 18 West for 17.4 miles towards West Point, GA.

 At the intersection of Hwy 18 West and Interstate 85, turn left to merge on to I-85 west.

 Continue west on I-85 west for 43.2 miles to exit 38 at AL Hwy 81 South.

 Exit I-85 at exit 38 and turn left on AL Hwy 81 South.  Continue on AL 81 South for 0.7

miles.

 Turn right (north) on AL Hwy 199.  Continue on AL Hwy 199 for 10.2 miles to its

intersection with AL Hwy 14.  Continue straight (north) across this intersection on CR 35

for 0.8 miles to its intersection with AL Hwy 120.

 Turn left (west) on AL Hwy 120 and continue for 2.8 miles to its intersection with AL Hwy

49.

 Turn right (north) on AL Hwy 49 and continue for 2.2 miles.  Stop 6 is on the west side of

Sougahatchee Creek on Hwy 49.  Park on the left (north) side of the highway just before

the bridge.

Figure 5.9 – Google Earth map showing stop 5 at Dowdell’s Knob in FDR State Park, as well as the contact 
between the Hollis Quartzite and underlying Halawaka-Sparks Schist.  Contact adapted from Steltenpohl et 
al., 2010. 
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STOP 6 

Camp Hill Granite, Dadeville Complex (~30 minutes) 

Stop 6 is on the north side of AL Hwy 49, and the west side of Sougahatchee Creek .  A series 

of large pavement outcrops of Camp Hill granite are exposed in the channel and on the banks of 

the creek in the vicinity of the bridge (Fig. 5.10).   

Figure 5.10 – Google Earth map of stop 6.  Here the Camp Hill Granite is exposed in the channel and on the 
banks of Sougahatchee Creek on the north side of the AL Hwy 49 Bridge. 

The Camp Hill Granite of the Dadeville Complex is part of an arc complex in the Inner Piedmont. 

The Camp Hill is variably foliated and ranges in composition from granite to tonalite.  Foliation is 

most prominent in biotite-rich lithologies.  The Camp Hill Granite has been isotopically dated at 

ca. 460 Ma (Farris et al., 2015), although it may contain components as old as ca. 500 Ma 

(VanDerVoort et al., 2015).   Map relationships in the Dadeville Complex suggest the Camp Hill 

Granite intrudes voluminous metamorphosed mafic rocks (metabasalt) sequence of the ca. 477 

Ma Ropes Creek Amphibolite.  Geochemical characteristics of the Ropes Creek Amphibolite 

and associated intrusive rocks suggest origination in an arc setting (Spell and Norrell, 1990).  

Tectonic constraints suggest the Dadeville Complex lay beyond the Wedowee-Emuckfaw-

Dahlonega basin, which puts it in the expected position of the “missing” Taconic arc (Barineau 

et al., 2015). 

 Turn around and drive south on AL Hwy 49 towards East Tallassee, AL for 5.6 miles.

 Turn right (west) on AL Hwy 14 and continue for 18.3 miles towards Wetumpka, AL to

the intersection of AL Hwy 14 and AL Hwy 170.
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 Turn left (south) on AL Hwy 170 and continue for 1.0 mile to its intersection with Otter

Track Rd.

 Turn right on Otter Track Rd and then left (south) on US Hwy 231.  Continue on US Hwy

231 for 1.4 miles.

 Turn left on Wilson St./King St. and follow the service Rd. towards First Community

Bank.  Stop 7 is immediately behind First Community Bank, below Breezehille Blvd. in

the hillside.

STOP 7 

Steeply dipping strata of the Emuckfaw Group, Wetumpka astrobleme (~30 minutes) 

Stop 7 lies on the northwestern rim of the Wetumpka astrobleme (Fig. 5.11), a Late Cretaceous 

impact crater lying along the trace of the Coastal Plain unconformity (King et al., 2002).  The 

impact crater is currently exposed in a ~7.6 km diameter “horseshoe-shaped” topographic 

uplifted rim (Fig. 5.12).  At this location, immediately east of the Coosa River, rocks of the 

middle-upper amphibolite facies Emuckfaw Group strike approximately N30E and dip steeply 

(>75°) to the northwest – an uncommon orientation in this portion of the southern Appalachians. 

Figure 5.11 – Google Earth map showing the location of Stop 7 on the northwestern rim of the Wetumpka 
astrobleme, a Late Cretaceous impact crater on the Fall Line. 

The Emuckfaw Group consists of interlayered amphibolites (metabasalt), schist (metapelite) and 
biotite paragneiss (metagraywacke) which formed in a Middle Ordovician back-arc basin on the 
Laurentian plate during B-type subduction of Iapetus oceanic crust (Tull et al, 2014; Barineau et 
al., 2015).  Rocks of the Dadeville Complex, including the Camp Hill Granite (Stop 6), likely 
represent the arc component of this Early Paleozoic suprasubdution zone (Tull et al., 2014; 
Barineau et al., 2014).  At this location, the Emuckfaw consists of quartzofeldspathic muscovite 
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biotite schist with variable garnet content.  Both primary layering and the dominant foliation in 
these rocks are typically coplanar, although this is not easily observed at this location.  Around 
the rim of the impact crater, these planar elements (S0=S1) consistently dip away from the 
center of the astrobleme. 

Figure 5.12 – Topographic map showing stop 7 on the edge of the Wetumpka astrobleme.  The impact crater 
has a ‘horseshoe’ shape and is approximately 7.6 km in diameter.  Modern or ancient erosion has removed 
much of the southwestern edge of the crater rim. 

 From Breezehill Blvd and Emerston St., turn left (south) on US Hwy 231 and continue for

0.3 miles to its intersection with Old Montgomery Hwy.

 Turn left on Old Montgomery Hwy and continue for 0.3 miles to its intersection with

Jasmine Hill Rd.

 Turn left on Jasmine Hill Rd. and continue for 0.1 miles to its intersection with Harrogate

Springs Rd.

 Turn left on Harrogate Springs Rd. and continue for 1.2 miles.  A dirt road on the north

side of Harrogate Springs Rd leads approximately 350 feet up hill to a powerline cut.

Park on the side of this dirt road without blocking access.

The area at Stop 8 is private property.  All participants must fill out a Release and 

Indemnity Agreement before entering this area. 

STOP 8 

Disturbed and steeply dipping strata of the Tuscaloosa Group and Eutaw Formation (~30 

minutes) 
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From the vans, we will hike up the powerline cut approximately 400 feet to the northwest (Fig. 

5.13).  We would like to thank Randy and Nancy Baillif for allowing us access to this area, 

locally known as “The Cliffs”.  Unlike the relatively stable crystalline rocks in this region, the 

poorly consolidated units of the Coastal Plain are loose and, occasionally, unstable.  Please be 

careful of your footing in this area. 

Figure 5.13 – Google Earth map showing the location of Stop 8.  This area, locally knows as “The Cliffs” 
consists of large, rotated blocks of Tuscaloosa Group and Eutaw Formation sedimentary units of the Coastal 
Plain. 

Unlike coastal plain sediments observed elsewhere, here poorly consolidated units of the 

Tuscaloosa Group and Eutaw Formation have been dramatically rotated from their original 

horizontal orientation.  Chaotically deformed internal folds suggest both external and internal 

deformation (King et al., 2002; Johnson, 2007).  Other characteristics of the impact crater 

include: surficial melange deposits consisting of reworked Cretaceous sediment surrounding 

brecciated blocks of weathered crystalline basement often exceeding 1 meter, clastic injection 

dikes, an almost 200 m-thick breccia zone identified from drill core in the interior of the structure, 

shocked quartz grains from sedimentary breccias, elevated Co, Ni and Cr levels, and an iridium 

anomaly (King et al., 2002). 

Timing constraints from coastal plain units affected by the impact site suggests it occurred 

during deposition of the Moorville Chalk, as units of the Tuscaloosa Group, Eutaw Formation 

and the basal portion of the Mooreville chalk have been disturbed from the impact event (King 

and Petruny, 2009).  Thus, the impact is, most likely, Campanian in age (83.6-78.1 Ma using the 

time scale of Cohen et al., 2013).  Regional geology indicates the impact was likely marine in 
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nature, with target strata lying in 30-100 m of water along the Late Cretaceous coast line. 

Impact modeling suggest an impactor 350-400 meters in size. 

Figure 5.14 – False color digital elevation model and cross-section of the Wetumpka astrobleme
From Johnson, 2007. 

Stop 8 will conclude our field trip.  From here, we will return to Columbus via US 231, Interstate 
85 and US. 280. 
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